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PREFACE 

Schumann resonance and some its important characteristics uses and monitoring of 

atmospheric perturbation caused by various geophysical and extra-terrestrial events using 

VLF signals have been presented in this thesis. From the observational records over Kolkata 

the variation of frequency of the first mode SR spectra during solar proton event on 6-7 

March 2012 have been presented in this work. The result shows that the decrease in 

frequency during the period of occurrence. The severe solar X-ray bursts occur just before the 

proton event shows enhancement of the first mode SR frequency. The influences of solar 

proton event and X-ray bursts upon the SR frequency fluctuation in the result in some other 

locations are also exhibited. The variation may be explained in terms of changes of ionization 

produced by the events. From the observational records over Kolkata, Agartala (Tripura), a 

few specific characteristic of SR like the changes due to global thunderstorm activity, the 

amplitude and frequency changes of different modes due to earthquake, solar eclipse and also 

change of frequency and amplitude of transmitted signal and sferic signal due to lightning 

storm, meteor shower, solar eclipse, earthquake, effects of different geophysical and extra-

terrestrial event within the earth ionosphere cavity in terms of ULF/ELF/VLF radio waves 

etc. are discussed in this thesis. 

Other than the studies of variation of frequency of SR first mode due to solar proton 

event, global circuit, effect of geophysical and extra-terrestrial event within the earth-

ionosphere cavity in terms of ELF/ULF/VLF/Radio waves the candidate was engaged to also 

explore different atmospheric electricity parameters. 

The results of observations from different experimental setups in connections with the 

stated phenomena are analyzed and in some cases results are interpreted graphically and 



compared with earlier work. It is observed that the result are almost same. The most of the 

results are published in the form of research articles in various peer-reviewed reputed 

national and international journal. A list is attached herewith. 

Further works in most of the topic of the stated areas are being investigated. It is 

contemplated the outcome that some works to will be published in the near future. 

The results  of investigation in the thesis about some characteristic of SR and 

variation of SR first mode frequency due to solar proton event 2012 and effects of some 

geophysical and extra-terrestrial event upon transmitted sub ionospheric VLF signals, it is 

hoped, will be of some use to the different experimental groups. 
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ABSTRACT 

The spherical shell of the atmosphere ionized by the solar X-ray and γ -ray radiation in the 

range of 50 – 1000 km altitude is called the ionosphere. Below this altitude medium is ionized 

only by highly energetic galactic cosmic rays. The ionosphere consists of different layers, 

viz., D-layer (60–90 km), E-layer (90–120 km), Es -layer, F -layer (120– 500 km) and above 

this the topside ionosphere. The day side F -layer is sub-divided further into F1 and F2 layers. 

The space above ionosphere around the planet, where magnetic field lines are dominant is 

called the magnetosphere which is controlled by the planet’s magnetic field. Earth surface and 

lower boundary of the ionosphere (50– 60 km altitude) is dielectric in nature, and eventually 

becomes a spherical waveguide for the low frequency radio wave. 

Earth-ionsphere waveguide acts as a global circuit. Schumann resonances occur in 

this waveguide. It is an electromagnetic resonance phenonmenon generated by global 

lightning discharges within the resonator formed between the earth and the ionosphere. 

Chapter 1 gives an introduction and a review of the studies reported in the literature in 

this field. 

Chapter 2 explains the rudimentary theoretical background and the experimental 

techniques employed in the measurement and analyses carried out. 

Chapter 3 provides the details about the severe X-ray flare occurred on 06 - 07 March 

2012 followed by a solar proton event (SPE). During this event the variation in frequency of 

the first Schumann resonance (SR) spectra mode from the recorded data over Kolkata 

(22.56°N, 88.5°E) was studied. The first mode frequency enhanced (~8.14 Hz, 3.85%) during 

the solar X-ray bursts and immediately after its value decreased (~7.44 Hz, 5.13%) during the 

proton event. The influences of SPE and X-ray bursts upon the SR frequency fluctuation are 
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explained in terms of the changes in medium ionization, i.e., the change in dielectric property 

and two layer reflection height variation in the waveguide. The geomagnetic storm effect on 

the modification of this frequency variation occurring during that time was also considered. 

Chapter 4 presents the details about earth-ionosphere waveguide. In this chapter 

earthquake research, meteor shower effect, solar proton event, earthquake prediction, Hiss 

emission etc. have been explained in detail. The space between the two spherical conducting 

shells, Earth surface and the lower boundary of the ionosphere, behaves as a spherical cavity 

in which some electromagnetic signals can propagate a long distance and is called Earth-

ionosphere waveguide. Through this waveguide ultralow frequency (ULF), extremely low 

frequency (ELF) and very low frequency (VLF) signals can propagate efficiently with low 

attenuation. Resonances which occur for ELF waves due to round-the-world propagation 

interfering with 2nπ phase difference are called Schumann resonances. Lightnings are the 

main sources of energy continuously producing these electromagnetic radiations from the 

troposphere. Some fixed frequency signals are also transmitted through the waveguide from 

different stations for navigation purposes. The intensity and phase of these signals at a 

particular position depend on the waveguide characteristics which are highly influenced by 

different natural events. Thus the signatures of different geophysical and extra-terrestrial 

events may be investigated by studying these signals through proper monitoring of the time 

series data using suitable techniques. In this work, we provided a review on ULF, ELF and 

VLF signals within the waveguide in terms of different geophysical and extra-terrestrial 

events like lightning, earthquakes, Leonid meteor shower, solar flares, solar eclipse, 

geomagnetic storms, and TLEs etc. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the works presented in the thesis. It also described the scope of 

the future researches in this field. 
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CHAPTER - 1 

1.1 INTRODUCTION: 

 The atmosphere is comprised of layers based on temperature. These layers are the 

troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere and thermosphere. A further region at about 500 km 

above the Earth's surface is called the exosphere. Le Monnier first demonstrated that the 

atmosphere was electrified, even in fare weather. The source of the ions is dominated by  

galactic cosmic rays with energies typically 100 GeV or more, each of which slams into the 

atmosphere, leaving a trail of highly ionized gas in its wake. The peak ion pair production 

rate is a function of altitude. The peak production rate occurs between 10-30 Km. The rate 

decreases above this layer because lower density layer in the upper atmosphere presents less 

of a target for cosmic rays.    

 

Fig 1.1 : Layers of earth’s atmosphere 

 The waves in the range of 3 Hz - 30 Hz is known as ELF frequency, 300 Hz - 3 KHz 

is known as ULF frequency, 3 KHz - 30 KHz is known as VLF frequency, 30 KHz - 300 

KHz is known as LF frequency. Schumann Resonances are electromagnetic oscillations of 
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the earth-ionosphere cavity [1a]. To analyze ELF wave propagation in the earth‐ionosphere 

cavity, a flat earth approximation may be derived from the exact equations, which are 

applicable to the spherical cavity, by introducing a second‐order or Debye approximation for 

the spherical Hankel functions. In the frequency range 3 - 30 Hz, however, the assumed 

conditions for the Debye approximation are not satisfied. For this reason an exact evaluation 

of the spherical Hankel functions is used to study the effects of the flat earth approximation 

on various propagation and resonance parameters [1b]. 

Schumann resonance frequencies are excited by lightning strokes and maintained by 

worldwide thunderstorm activity. In this way the global lightning activity can be monitored 

by measuring its intensity, as numerous studies have shown [2 - 9]. According to the SR 

theory, [10] the SR intensities at a given location depends  not only on the lightning source 

parameters (current movements) but also on the cavity properties (Ionospheric D region 

conditions).  

 The Schumann Resonance is the electro-magnetic resonance phenomenon generated 

by global lightning discharges within  the resonator formed between the earth and ionosphere. 

The various aspects of Schumann Resonance phenomena have been explained [11 - 27] over 

the years. 

 The seasonal and day to day variability in SR intensities, frequencies and quality 

factors are reported with possible explanation for such changes [28 - 38]. The specific linkage 

between the SR peak frequencies values with global and regional temperature is well known. 

The variation in SR peak frequency has been proven to be useful in indicating the variation in 

the tropical and global temperature [16, 39]. 

 A powerful radio noise burst radiating over a wide frequency ranges from few Hz to 

several MHz during lightning discharges within the thunder clouds, which can propagate over 
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a long distance through the earth-ionosphere waveguide. Attenuation of the EM waves with 

frequencies less than 50 Hz is extremely low [40] which can encircle round the globe few 

times through the earth-ionosphere cavity. Resonances are occurred when these waves are 

interfering with 2π  phase difference, i.e,  the wave length is of the order of dimension of the 

cavity around 40 mm. This phenomenon is known as the Schumann Resonance [1a]. Some 

other electrical noises generated from the difference sources, i.e, from electric railways, 

mechanical variation of the antennas, surrounding vegetations, drifting electrically charge 

clouds and power line transients, EM signals from earthquake etc. also interfear with these 

resonance phenomena and perturb the signal intensity. Presently Schumann resonance are 

being used to monitor global lightning activity [41]. Global variability of lightning activity 

[42], and Sprite activity [41, 43 - 45] showed the influence the solar proton events as the 

increment in frequency, Q factor and amplitude of the SR modes. SR has also been used for 

the earthquake forecursorie studies  [46 - 50].  

 The parametric measurements of SR occurances can be used to study the inter annual 

variability in global thunder storm activity centres in the three different continental regions.   

The maximum frequency variations of about 0.3, 0.4 and 0.7 Hz waves were observed in the 

first second and third mode respectively and has been explained in terms of the ionospheric 

electron density variation in the Himalaya Region India. 

 Due to the geomagnetic field the anisotropic conductivity of the cavity influences the 

wave propagation in the earth-ionosphere cavity. Within the cavity disturbances like random 

fluctuation of irregularities are corresponding regularly along with other causalities such as 

polar cap absorption, x-ray bursts. The inhomogeneity and anisotropy of the cavity are 

supposed to introduce line splitting of the SR spectra [51 - 53]. Vertical properties of the 

electric and magnetic fields of the first global SR in the earth-ionosphere cavity are 
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investigated numerically with various vertical profiles of the ionospheric electron 

concentration [54]. 

 Information about the influence of geomagnetic disturbances on values of SR 

frequencies is scarce and contradictory using magnetic components measurements for three 

months. Sao et.al [13] investigated the dependence of the first and second mode frequencies 

on Heliogeo physical activity. They detected some similarities in the course of variation of 

the first mode frequency and intensity of the solar rays. The comparison of frequency 

variation with AP index (The Ap index is defined as the earliest occurring maximum 24-hour 

value obtained by computing an 8-point running average of successive 3-hour Ap indices 

during a geomagnetic storm event ) displays there small negative corelation, Satori et.al [55] 

found an opposite result : first mode frequency may be higher by nearly 01. to 0.3 Hz for 

geomagnetically disturbed days (KP≥4) as compared with quiet conditions (KP≤1). (Where 

The planetary 3-hour-range index Kp is the mean standardized K-index from 13 geomagnetic 

observatories between 44 degrees and 60 degrees northern or southern geomagnetic latitude). 

 The waves in the earth-ionosphere cavity are generated by lightning discharges. At 

the same time the Schumann resonance is controlled not only by thunderstorms but also by 

the solar and geomagnetic activities. Sentman et.al [56] showed the dependence of the 

observed resonace power on the effective height of the ionospheric D region at the 

observation point. The dependence of the first and second order Schumann resonance modes 

on solar activity was discovered by Fullekrug et.al [57]. They found 27 days amplitude 

variation co-incident in phase with solar spot number. From measurement made Marsx et.al 

[58] found similarities between the resonance amplitude and the atmospheric electric field 

despite the local character of the later. 
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 The resonances of earth-ionosphere cavity are analyzed by considering the difference 

propagation characteristic of day and night hemispheres. A uniform model of earth-

ionosphere cavity accounts for some of the observations [59] but more accurate theoretical 

models were recently develop the work of Madden et.al and Hobara et.al [12, 60]. They 

represented the lower Ionospheric boundary by a surface impedance that accounts for 

different between day time and night time conditions and for the magnetic field effect at 

various latitudes. 

 Due to the global nature the SR represents a proxy for global lightning activity [61], 

and can also be reliably monitored from a single location on the earth surface [52, 63 - 65]. In 

addition changes in the diurnal SR frequency ranges are related to the areal variation of 

thunder- storm regions around the globe [66, 67]. In recent years there has been increasing 

interest in the SR as an indicator of global and regional lightning activity. One of the reasons 

for this interest is due to the possible connection between the earth climate and global 

lightning activity and the possibility of studying this connection used in single station SR 

measurement  [12, 64, 69]. 

The earth-ionosphere cavity is sharply bounded by two concentric spherical shells. 

The space between two shells each is assumed to be vacuum with dielectric permittivity Ɛ0, 

the homogeneous earth of radius ‘a’ is characterized by conductivity g and permittivity Ɛg 

while the homogeneous ionosphere (r>a+h) has a conductivity i and permittivity Ɛi. The 

problem is formulated in spherical coordinates (r,,) and excitation by a vertical dipole 

located on the ground surface at =0 is assumed. 

A high altitude nuclear explosion has been shown to affect the earth-ionosphere cavity 

resonance by simultaneous lowering all the resonance frequencies [70-72].  
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 The lowering of the resonance frequency following a nuclear explosion has been 

attributed by Chapman et.al [73] in their two layer ionosphere model solely to decreasing 

conductivity of the E region. After measuring a change of the resonance frequency following 

a nuclear explosion it is possible to advance simple ionosphere model for explaining a 

particular change. However, no attempt has been reported to predict resonance shifts for 

different nuclear yields. This rather complex problem requires a quantative evaluation of the 

various nuclear mechanism that may shift to ionosphere perturbations. In such information is 

available for the computation of the resonances shifts which is relatively simple. It would be 

also of interest to investigate the effects of the sudden ionosphere disturbances (SID) and to 

discriminate  between SIDs and nuclear effects. 

 The resonance frequency changes can be considerated more accurately with non 

uniform models of the propagation geometry. A perturbation method [74] or neumerical 

techniques [12] has been used for solving such problems. 

 Based on theoretical consideration Schumann et.al [75 - 78] postulated resonances of 

the earth-ionosphere cavity. Koenig et.al [79 - 81] obtained the first experimental indication 

of Schumann resonances by observing noise waveforms in the output of a narrow band 

amplifier. Detailed frequency spectra of this noise were first obtained by Balser and Wagner 

[11]. Other measurements have been reported by various scientists [82–91]. Fundamental 

theory of Schumann resonance [76 - 78] is discussed in books by Wait and others et.al [92 - 

94]. They considered the observable noise spectra as the response of the earth-ionosphere 

cavity due to lightning flashes of the earth-ionosphere cavity all over the world, but the 

homogeneous sharply bounded ionosphere model of Raemer introduced high losses and he 

did not succeed in reproducing the spherical measurement of [11]. Galejs [95,96] used an 

isotopic ionosphere model of exponentially increasing conductivity which is based on 

measured or calculated characteristic of the lower ionosphere. The model permits a close 
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reproduction of the noise spectra measurement in the earth-ionosphere region and it also 

provided an agreement with measured ELF attenuation rates. Some scientists [97-101] 

computed the local surface impedance and propagation constant for a uniform cylindrical 

shell between anisotophic ionosphere and the earth using matrix multiplication techniques. 

The resonance frequencies and Q factors are computed numerically using a lumped parameter 

approximation of the two dimensional transmission line. In the theoretical model for 

explaining the resonance frequencies and the Q factor measurement [102-104],  it is 

necessary to consider the boundary property of the spherical shell. 

 Models of the anisotropic ionosphere are difficult to apply to the problem of earth-

ionosphere cavity. Resonance occur for the variation of the magnetic field vector along the 

surface of the earth [59].. The propagation parameter can be estimated in the presence of a 

horizontal magnetic field component from the works of [99,100] and the earth-ionosphere 

cavity resonances have been analyzed for a inhomogeneous ionosphere in the presence of a 

radial magnetic field by Thompson [105]. A thin shell approximation of the ionosphere with 

a super imposed radial magnetic field have been considerate by Wait [106]. Some other 

works [107,108] although intended for a difference frequency range could also be applied to 

the earth to ionosphere resonance problem in the presence of a radial magnetic field. 

 In wide band recording of atmospheric signal an ELF component or Slow Tail follows 

the initial VLF component of the transient [109 - 113] and oscillatory structure of the signal 

becomes noticeable by passing it through a band pass filter. The two horizontal magnetic 

field component have been observed simultaneously in Canada and in Antarctica [59].  

 A resonance frequency and Q factor may be determined from spectral measurement. 

Analytically it is also possible to compute the power spectrum of the noise waveform. 
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However, it is more analytically determined propagation parameters and the radial electrical 

field due to the vertical dipole excitation can be represented by 

Er = - 
𝑖𝐼𝑑𝑠

4𝜔𝜀ℎ𝑎2
 
𝑣 (𝑣+1)

sin 𝑣𝜋
 Pv (- cos θ) ………………………………….….(1) 

where  

v(v + 1) = (k0aS)2 

 For a wave that propagates in the spherical shell between the earth and the 

ionosphere, S is defined as the ratio of the complex wave number K to free space wave 

number K0 where S=K/K0. The real part S can be seen to be inversely proportional to the 

phase velocity, and the imaginary part of S is proportional to the attenuation constant. This 

parameters S is determined form solving the appropriate boundary value problem of the earth, 

the air space and the chosen ionosphere model  [93, 103]. The frequency of the nth mode are 

determined from the minima of sin . In equation 2 [103,  115] which gives 

fn  
7.5√𝑛( 𝑛+1)

𝑅𝑒𝑆
  ……………………………………………….………(2) 

 Tripical value of Res is 1.4 to 1.2 for frequencies in the resonance region. 

 The cavity Q may be determined as a ratio between the stored energy and energy loss 

per cycle or simply by the width of resonance curve. 

 The cavity between the earth and ionosphere is a resonator for electromagnetic waves. 

The Schumann resonance frequency cover several Hz. The simplest vacuum model confined 

with two concentric perfectly conducting spheres yields the frequency [1a] 

ωn = 
𝑐

𝑎
 √𝑛 (𝑛 + 1)(1 − 

ℎ

𝑎
)     ……………………………………... (3) 
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 where n is an integer number, c is the light velocity, a is the radius of the inner 

sphere, h = (a-b), is the distance from the inner sphere to the outer one and b is the radius of 

the outer sphere. Above expression 3 can be rewritten as follows taking into consideration h  

<< a 

            fn = 
𝜔𝑛

2𝜋
     

𝑐

2𝜋𝑎
  √𝑛 (𝑛 + 1) =10.6 √

𝑛 (𝑛+1)

2
 Hz ……..….(4)  

 

 The simplest model credits the first order frequency f1 = 10.6 Hz. Observations yields 

on average f1 = 7.8 Hz [3]. The frequency became smaller because the ionosphere is not a 

perfect conductor. Introducing the impedance Z of the upper edge (r=b), the following 

equation result for the resonance frequencies (providing IzI <<1, h<<a)  [117] 

ωn = 
𝑐

𝑎
 ( √𝑛 (𝑛 + 1) − 

𝑧2 𝑎2 

4ℎ3
 + 

𝑖𝑍𝑎

2ℎ
 ) ………………………..…..(5) 

If the dielectric permeability at r>b and  =constant then the impedance is   

Z = 
1

√∈
  

 For an isotopic ionosphere the dielectric permeability has the following from [32]. 

ε = 1 - 
𝜔0

2

𝜔 (𝜔−𝑖𝑣)
 

where  is the wave frequency,  = (4πe2 N/m2) 21/2 is the electron plasma frequency, e and 

m are the electron charge and mass respectively, N is the electron number density, ω is the 

frequency of collision of electron with neutral and ions. One can choose such values of Z and 

h that several resonance harmonies calculated with the help of equation 3 coincide 

sufficiently well with the observed 1. Observe once come complicated distribution of Q with 
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the height allows us to explain the observed width of the resonance band related to the 

resonator quality. The ionospheric D region (Heights from 60 to 90 Km) appears to determine 

the resonance spectrum. 

 Solar terminator fx (where Solar terminator is defined as the locus of points on 

a planet or moon where the line through the center of its parent star is tangent layer) are found 

in SR magnetic and electric field characteristics [118]. SPE (Solar proton events) are 

measured through infrequent space weather phenomena that can produce hazardous effects in 

the near earth space environment. 

 Madden and Thompson 1964 [101[ computed the local surface impedance and 

propagation constant for a uniform cylindrical shell between the anisotropic ionosphere and 

by using matrix multiplication techniques. The resonance frequencies and Q factors are 

computed numerically using a lumped parameter approximation of the two dimensional 

transmission line. In the theoretical model that are advanced for explaining the resonance 

frequencies and the Q factor measurement [92, 103, 104]. It is necessary to consider the 

boundary property of the spherical shell. 

 Two layer ionospheric models give more accurate values of the resonance frequency 

and of cavity Q or of the complex propagation parameter S. Such models are usually derived 

by trial and error procedures and they are difficult to corelate with continuous ionosphere 

profiles. The ionospheric exponential model gives a reasonable approximation to the 

ionospheric conductivity versus height profile through the lower ionosphere layer and the 

propagation parameter of the model can be determined from closed form expression of the 

surface impedance [114], .The Q factor considered also the effects of cosmic ray ionization 

that gives a nearly exponential conductivity versus height variation as indicated by Galejs 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Locus_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_satellite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tangent
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[115]. The cosmic ray ionization decreases the effective Q in particular for the lower 

frequency. 

 The single layer ionosphere model [93, 94] assumes the boundary height of the 

ionosphere to be constant but the conductivity to change with frequency so as to obtain the 

correct resonant frequencies. However, the result in Q factor are approximately two time 

lower than measurement. Same difficulties are experienced with an ionospheric model of 

constant conductivity but frequency depends on boundary height and at ionospheric boundary 

at h=80 km the deficiency of a single layer ionosphere model is less pronounced if it is 

attempted to achieve only a partial match of resonance frequency as shown from [104]. 

However the Q factor will be two low in particular at the higher resonance frequency. 

 The magnetic field effects for a homogeneous sharply bounded ionosphere model 

have been discussed by Wait [92] in a quasilongitudinal approximation for a super imposed 

radial magnetic field and also for a transverse magnetic field. The earth-ionosphere cavity 

resonance frequencies have been considered in the thesis from [105] for a radial magnetic 

field. Thompson used a multi layer ionosphere model that approximate the continuous 

altitude variation of the conductivity tensor.  

 Solar flares, coronal mass ejections, high-speed solar wind, and solar energetic 

particles are all forms of solar activity. All solar activity is driven by the solar magnetic field. 

A solar flare is an intense burst of radiation coming from the release of magnetic 

energy associated with sunspots. Flares are our solar system’s largest explosive events. They 

are seen as bright areas on the sun and they can last from minutes to hours. We typically see a 

solar flare by the photons (or light) it releases, at most every wavelength of the spectrum. The 

primary ways we monitor flares are in X-rays and optical light. Flares are also sites where 

particles (electrons, protons, and heavier particles) are accelerated. 
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The outer solar atmosphere, the corona, is structured by strong magnetic fields. Where 

these fields are closed, often above sunspot groups, the confined solar atmosphere can 

suddenly and violently release bubbles of gas and magnetic fields called coronal mass 

ejections (CME). A large CME can contain a billion tons of matter that can be accelerated to 

several million miles per hour in a spectacular explosion. Solar material streams out through 

the interplanetary medium, impacting any planet or spacecraft in its path. CMEs are 

sometimes associated with flares but can occur independently.  

Systematic description of theoretical and experimental research of this geophysical 

phenomenon, e.g., calculation of natural frequency of the cavity resonator based on different 

modes of ionosphere, study of excitation of the resonator by terrestrial and cosmic sources, 

lightning discharges, magnetosphere phenomena have been presented by Bliokh and co-

workers [117]. They also discussed about location of lightning discharge, properties of the 

lower ionosphere, connection between resonances and magnetic disturbances, solar activity 

etc. in detail in connection with ELF signals. Presently Schumann resonances are being used 

to monitor global lightning activity [119 - 122], in characterizing the main African 

thunderstorm center [123] global variability of lightning activity [124] and sprite activity 

[120, 125]. A characteristic customary outline of the amplitude spectra has been exploited for 

evaluating the source-observer distance [126]. The relations between lightning and ELF noise 

levels on the global basis have been used to study the space-time dynamics of worldwide 

lightning activity [127]. ELF measurements can be used in the studies of TLEs [128 - 130]. 

The field decomposition method was used in a spherical cavity by Kulak et.al [131] to 

determine the source observer distance, by separating the resonant field from the traveling 

waves Dyrda et.al [123] studied the African thunderstorms by solving the inverse problem 

and by using the SR power spectrum templates derived analytically. They calculated the 

distances to the most powerful thunderstorm centers and presented the simplified 1-D 
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∼ 

thunderstorm lightning activity ‘maps’ in absolute units C2m2/s. Schlegel et.al [132] showed 

the influence of solar proton events as an increment in frequency, Q-factor and amplitude of 

the SR modes. SR has also been used for the earthquake precursory studies [133 - 135], 

Nickolaenko and co-workers [136] computed the idealistic and realistic radio signals in the 

frequency and time domains and discussed features significant to the Earth-ionosphere cavity 

with low losses for the discrete ELF transients (Q-bursts) considering the special model of 

atmospheric conductivity. 

Some fixed frequencies man-made VLF signals are also transmitted from different 

stations like Alpha, VTX, NWC, NPM etc. which are used for the global navigation system, 

detection of ionospheric irregularities and various other purposes. The intensity and phase of 

these  signals  are  modulated  by  the waveguide characteristics, i.e., reflection height 

variation, dielectric constant of the medium etc. [137]. Different geophysical events, e.g., 

earthquake, thunderstorms and lightning, meteor showers etc. modify the Earth-ionosphere 

cavity by introducing huge energy which contributes additional ionization in the lower-

ionospheric region. Thus the waveguide characteristics like reflection height, dielectric 

permeability etc. are changed by different natural sources. During the Lithosphere-

Atmosphere- Ionosphere coupling, through the  simultaneous  effects  of (1) chemical 

channel, (2) wave channel and (3) electric field channel, the seismic energy transport to the 

ionospheric height can modify the waveguide characteristics by extra ionization [138]. It 

produces the Seismo-induced ionospheric instabilities and modifies the charge density 

distribution which changes the reflection height and perturbs the over-horizon radio wave 

propagation within the earth- ionosphere waveguide [138 – 142]  

Solar X-rays ionize the ionospheric layers on a regular basis and over the solar 

cycle but a kind of inhomogeneity can arise due to unequal extra-ionization in different 

layers during solar X-ray flares (SXF) and solar proton events (SPE). Thus the flares and 
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astronomical events like gama ray flare modify the ionosphere and are detected by the 

sub-ionospheric VLF propagation and ELF waves [143, 144]. Protons with energy up to 

100 MeV are most often emitted from the Sun in conjunction with solar flares which can 

penetrate deeply (40 km) into the D-region and can cause additional ionization leading to 

conductivity changes thereby modifying the SR parameters [48, 49, 145–150]. Meteor 

showers also introduce perturbations in ion composition, temperature and other physical 

parameters within the ionospheric medium at different altitudes extending from the D-region 

to the ionospheric altitude [50, 151-154].  

 

 

Figure – 1.2 

A brief overview of atmospheric layers and the earth-ionosphere waveguide with a 

model diagram is given in Fig. 1.2. The troposphere extends up to 12 km on average from the 

ground surface, 9 km at pole and 17 km at Equator with some variations. All kind of 

meteorological  phenomena, e.g., thunderstorms and lightning, wind, and rainfall, occur in 

this spherical shell. 80 % of the total atmospheric mass 5.1480 x 1018 kg is present in this 

zone. Upper boundary of the troposphere, where an abrupt change in lapse rate usually 

decreases to 2 °C/km or less is called tropopause. Stratosphere starts from the top of the 
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troposphere, i.e., tropopause and extends up to 50 km altitude. The altitude span of the 

mesosphere 50–85 km is basically the D-region of ionosphere. Different transient luminous 

events (e.g., elves, red sprites etc.) predominantly occur in this altitude during severe 

thunderstorm. All meteors of mass <50 kg break apart and dissipate energy in this zone. The 

spherical shell of the atmosphere ionized by the solar X-ray and γ -ray radiation in the range 

of 50 – 1000 km altitude is called the ionosphere. Below this altitude medium is ionized only 

by highly energetic galactic cosmic rays. The ionosphere consists of different layers, viz., D-

layer (60–90 km), E-layer (90–120 km), Es -layer, F -layer (120– 500 km) and above this the 

topside ionosphere. The day side F -layer is sub-divided into F1 and F2 layers. The space 

above ionosphere around the planet, where magnetic field lines are dominant is called the 

magnetosphere which is controlled by the planet’s magnetic field. The solar wind is primarily 

responsible for the teardrop shape of the Earth’s magnetosphere which prevents most of the 

particles from the Sun from reaching the Earth. In the day side atmosphere the magnetosphere 

extends up to 10 RE (Earth’s radius) whereas for the night side it extends up to 100 RE. Various 

literatures are available regarding the magnetosphere of the earth [155- 157]. The medium 

confined within the spherical shell between the conductors, i.e., Earth surface and lower 

boundary of the ionosphere (50– 60 km altitude) is dielectric in nature, and eventually 

becomes a spherical waveguide for the low frequency radio wave. 

The thunderstorm is the main process through which charge separation occurs in the 

troposphere under all circumstances which produces stratified charge distribution in the 

different layers and creates different charge centers. Electrical discharges occur between 

these opposite polarity charge centers in the form of lightning. Numerous processes operate 

synergistically within the environment of a mature convective cloud, and different processes 

with varying effectiveness and time-dependencies affect cloud electrification [158 - 163].  

The charging of thunderstorms takes place via inductive or non-inductive process. An 
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inductive charging process requires pre-existing electric fields to induce charges on a particle 

so that when it rebounds from another charge particle charge gets separated and the field is 

enhanced. The fair weather electric field resulting from positive charges in the atmosphere 

and negative charges on the ground could be considered as the pre-existing field which has 

been verified by laboratory experiments [164]. 

Non-inductive processes are independent of external electric field(s) and are based 

only on a collision mechanism between group with cloud-ice particles and the selective 

transfer of charge of a certain polarity to the larger particle. This mechanism is dominant in 

the charging of thunderstorms [165]. In an ordinary thundercloud, the smaller ice crystals 

are charged positively and move upward, whereas larger graupel particles charged 

negatively descend down relative to the smaller particles. Depending on the prevailing 

conditions of temperature, liquid water content and mixing in the thunderstorm is the normal 

situation. A variant of this situation may lead to the reverse condition. Charging of solid 

particles can engage trio electric charging by fractoemission and photoelectric charging, as 

discussed in detail in different articles [166,167] The presence of soluble ionic substances in 

the liquid and ice phases have a significant effect on the charging processes and may 

significantly alter the outcome of particle interaction and the charging processes. In the non-

inductive mechanism Sunders [167] has discussed drop break up, ion charging (atmospheric 

ions produced by cosmic rays, or radioactivity) and convective mechanisms, etc. Some 

scientists [168 - 170] recommended in other cases that the small fraction of flashes striking 

ground was caused by a severe storm’s very strong updraft. The strong updraft lifts the 

formation and growth of the frozen hydrometeor charge carriers to higher altitudes than 

usual height of storms, and causes the resulting charge to remain relatively high for 

substantial period. It has also been noted that cloud-to-ground lightning creation may be 

inverted in severe storms by the time required to form and bring downward the precipitation 
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carrying the low-level charge region that is needed to initiate lightning from the mid-level 

oppositely charged region [168 – 170].   

The spherical cavity between the Earth’s surface and lower ionosphere acts as a 

resonator in which the standing electromagnetic waves are generated due to excitation energy 

from lightning. The resonance occurs when the wavelength is of the order of the dimension 

of the resonator. The observed discrete peak frequencies are 8, 14, 20, 26 . . . Hz  in the ELF 

range. Winfried Otto Schumann first theoretically predicted this electromagnetic resonance 

phenomenon in 1952 and calculated their eigen frequencies in the spherical Earth-ionosphere 

cavity as 10.6, 18.4, etc . . . Hz [1b].  The characteristic Schumann resonance spectra are 

shown in Fig. 1.3. This was recorded at Kolkata on April 2, 2000 [171].  

The experimental evidences of this phenomenon came later, with subsequently 

developed more realistic analytical models taking into account the inhomogeneities due to 

asymmetry of the day and night-time ionospheres, variations of conductivity of the 

ionosphere, the     distribution     of    sources    etc. However,   these  factors  in   the  lower   

ionosphere 

 

Fig. 1.3 Frequency response of Schumann resonance signal 

recorded at Kolkata on April 2, 2000 [171] 
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have relatively small influence over the resonance frequencies to decrease to the 

experimentally observed value. The fact that the observed frequencies are 8 Hz, 14 Hz etc. 

in- stead of 10.6 Hz, 18.4 Hz etc., is primarily due to the low propagation speed of radio 

waves in the Earth-ionosphere cavity compared to that of light in vacuum. Hence the 

observed peak frequencies are lower than the eigen frequencies for a perfect cavity. The 

ratio of velocity of propagation in vacuum and within the waveguide is c/v 1.36 at 10 Hz 

[172]. Considering this velocity ratio the calculated resonant frequency will be reduced to 

the observed SR peak frequency at the Earth surface. Different aspects of Schumann 

resonance phenomenon as well as their observation and measurement techniques are 

presented by different workers, e.g., SR signal as the global thermometer [16] for the 

detection of upper tropospheric water vapor content [64] detection of pre- seismic 

anomalies during large earthquake [173 - 176] etc. Some frequency changes about the peak 

values and some amplitude changes were found to be present in the observed spectra, 

which may be attributed to the uncertainties arising from spatial distribution of lightning 

sources exciting the SR modes [177]. 

The diurnal variation of peak frequencies and amplitudes of different modes were 

utilized to know (i) the characteristics of global thunderstorm activities, and (ii) the electron 

number density of the ionosphere. The seasonal and day-to-day variability of SR intensities, 

frequencies, line splitting and quality factors have been reported by many authors along with 

the possible explanations for such changes [3, 12, 29, 30, 118, 178, 180]. Schumann 

resonance frequency variations have been established as an indicator of the thunderstorm 

distribution over the globe [30]. Both linear and non-linear combinations of average power 

spectra of electric and magnetic fields are used successfully in the solution of the inverse 

problem [122, 181,182].  

SR frequencies are modified by the interaction of energetic precipitating particles 
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within the lower ionosphere due to extra ionization. Solar proton precipitations cause the 

lower ionospheric boundary to move downward, e.g., lower ionospheric refection height 

decreases that manifests a change in the frequency of the first SR mode to lower values [32, 

34]. A noticeable change, approximately 50 % of the mean on short time scale, in amplitude as 

well as in peak frequencies of the first two modes during the 30-min period γ -ray burst was 

observed. The normal variability of the peak frequency is about 0.5 Hz for the first mode and 

approximately 1 Hz for the second mode before, during and after the burst [183-185]. 

A change has been detected successfully in the Schumann resonance spectra during 

the intense γ ray flare SGR (Soft Gamma Repeater) 1806-20 (27 December 2004), recorded 

at the Moshiri observatory, Japan (44.365°N and 142.24°E) [186] It was compared with the 

experimental records at the same observatory with the model calculated approximately for 

the parametric ELF pulse produced by the γ ray flare [143, 187 - 189]. 

Inhomogeneity can arise due to unequal extra ionization in different layers during 

solar X-ray flares (SF) and solar proton events (SPE) [190].  The variation in the first and 

second mode Schumann resonance frequency occurred during the intense solar X-ray burst 

by    0.2 Hz and 0.3 Hz, respectively [191]. The observed maximum of first, second and 

third SR  mode  frequencies during sudden ionospheric disturbance were 8.51 Hz, 14.71 

Hz and 21.22 Hz respectively [192]. 

During solar activity, there may be two kinds of changes to the lower boundary of 

the Earth-ionosphere waveguide: 

(i) ionization enhancement at the normal D-region reflection heights, and (ii) the variation of 

D-region’s lower edge [32] According to the simplest vacuum model  [192] the variation of 

the first SR frequency can be written as [32].  

 f1/f1 ≈ 0.36(N /2N + h/ h)…………………………….……….(1) 
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Where symbols have their usual meaning  

It is established that solar X-ray radiation causes extra ionization mainly in the 

height range of 70–80 km, whereas SPE can cause extra ionization up  to  the  depth  of  40– 

50 km.  

To explain the effect of this kind of inhomogeneity on SR, the two-layer waveguide 

model has been proposed by Greifinger et.al [145] for the lower layer σ=ε0ω, i.e., where 

displacement and conduction currents are equal to each other. The other, relatively upper 

layer is that at which μ0ωσζ 2 >1 where ζ is the conductivity scale height at the altitude for 

reflection of ELF wave. The unequal ionization of these two layers by solar extra radiation, 

i.e., by both X-ray and γ -rays can give rise to vertical inhomogeneity which modifies the SR 

frequency. The SR frequencies can be expressed as [52, 192].   

fn = 
1

√2𝜋
 

𝑐

𝑟𝑒
 √𝑛 (𝑛 + 1) √

ℎ1

ℎ2
 ……………………………..……….(2) 

where n is the mode number (n = 1, the  first harmonic is regarded here); c, the 

velocity of light; re, mean radius of the earth; h1 and h2 are the two characteristic heights in 

the D-region. For n = 1, 

f1 = 
1

√𝜋
 

𝑐

𝑟𝑒
  √

ℎ1

ℎ2
 …………………………………….……….……(3) 

During solar flare, the lower height h1 is almost unaffected because it causes extra-

ionization mainly around 70 km, i.e., the reduced upper reflection height δ2 modified the first 

SR frequency and thus the first SR frequency increases. During solar proton events, energetic 

protons can penetrate deeply into the ionosphere upto 50 km and possibly even deeper and 

can ionize regions lower than the normal D-region [32]. Thus, the δ1 decrement over h1 lower 
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reflection height modifies the first mode SR frequency resulting in a diminishment of SR 

frequency. 

(f1)SR = √1/𝜋 (c/re) √ℎ1/(ℎ2 − 𝛿2) 

………………………………….………..(4) 

Significant solar terminator effects are found in SR magnetic and electric field 

characteristics [118]. The larger the area coverage by the ionospheric disturbances, the greater 

is its influence on SR characteristics. Thus, from the nature of variation of SR characteristics, 

the vastness of the magnitude of disturbance of solar terminator time can be determined. 

Hence, lateral ionospheric gradients across the terminator region have sufficient influences on 

ELF wave propagation along with the diurnal-seasonal lightning sources [193]. Effects of the 

solar terminator time on the diurnal frequency variation of Schumann resonance frequency 

had been studied at Garhwal Himalayan region, India, during March 10–May 23 in 2006 

[194]. 

A general approach suggested by Williams E.R. [16] based on the analogy between 

ELF propagation within a waveguide and wave propagation in a transmission line with two 

dimensional telegraph equation (TDTE) technique, has been developed later on  [181, 195],   

where TDTE allows incorporation of any conductivity profile. Mushtak et.al [196] 

introduced the ‘knee’ approximation on the basis of the TDTE formalism to obtain both 

realistic resonance frequencies and quality factors which overcomes the shortcoming of the 

two-exponential approach. 

Large amount of water vapor is transported into the upper troposphere due to 

continental deep convection. This water vapor is the key element of Earth’s climate. It has 

direct impact as a greenhouse gas as well as indirect effect through interaction with cloud, 
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aerosols and tropospheric chemistry for the generation of the charge centers. The relatively 

small amount of water vapor in the upper troposphere has a large impact on climate 

variation [197]. The retrieval of upper tropospheric water vapor concentration can be 

achieved through the continuous magnetic intensity measurements of SR spectra. Due to the 

presence of water vapor with some Aitkin particles through the formation of group, there 

will be more charge separation at the expense of thermal energy and thereby producing 

stratified charge centers. Instantaneous discharge processes between opposite charge center 

will emit EM radiation during the process of recombination of charges. This excess EM 

energy from the tropospheric zone will influence the SR magnetic records in a varying 

manner depending upon the intensity of the charge separation process. 

It is known that ELF data, NASA water vapor project and upper-tropospheric water-

vapor (UTWV) data are in good agreement with each other (correlation co-efficient, r=0.76) 

[198]. The sensitivity of this relationship implies that for every 0.25 mm increase in UTWV 

(1% of total column), the ELF signal will increase by approximately 25%. A relatively simple 

and inexpensive method for continuous observation of global lightning variability is the use 

of the Schumann resonances. Thus monitoring of SR signal may provide a tool for time-

tracking of the upper-tropospheric water-vapor changes which will be made useful to the 

processes involving climate change. That is, SR data → water vapor content → climate 

forecasting. 

Disturbances of the daytime ionosphere are well seen in the records of the 

amplitude and phase of very low-frequency (VLF) radio signals (10–30 kHz) if their 

propagation path passes through the dayside hemisphere. Signals at the frequencies of 

the global electromagnetic resonance have a number of features. The first of them is 

connected with the fact that in this case the concept of a day or night time propagation 

path is inappropriate. Indeed, at the first resonance frequency of 8 Hz, the wavelength of 
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a radio wave  is  equal to the circumference of the Earth’s equator 4 x 104 km; therefore, 

the entire surface of the Earth is inside the first Fresnel zone for an arbitrary location of 

the source and the observer. In other words, the propagation “path” certainly covers the 

entire planet, i. e., both its day and night-side hemispheres. At a typical distance of 5 x 

103 km from the observer to the signal source, this occurs for the first (lower) resonance 

modes. Therefore, the day–night asymmetry and its variations  have  little  effect on the 

signal parameters,  and only variations in the cavity parameters can, on the average, affect 

the Schumann resonance.[183,199,200]. 

The second feature of the Schumann resonance is related to two characteristic 

altitudes in the vertical profile of the ionospheric conductivity [201]. The peak frequency fn of 

the nth resonance can be determined from the equation 2 [202,203]. 

The attempts to detect the effect of solar flares on the parameters of the Schumann 

resonance have repeatedly been undertaken [204 - 208]. The difficulties in detecting the 

expected changes are due to the fact that are hidden by fluctuations of a natural extremely 

low-frequency (ELF, 3–3000 Hz) radio signal, which are due to the noise nature of its 

sources (global thunderstorms). Until now, it has not been possible to clearly demonstrate the 

connection between the solar flares and the parameters of ELF radio signals and then to 

evaluate the corresponding changes in the state of the ionosphere [209].  

Los Alamos energetic proton instruments at geosynchronous orbit observed more 

major solar energetic particle events during 1989 than any other year since this series of 

detectors began observations in 1976. The temporal flux profiles of four intervals, which 

contain six distinct events, are compared illustrating the uniqueness of each event. 

Characteristic rise time and decay time are computed for each event. During two of these 
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events, brief order of magnitude increases of the proton flux are observed. They are 

associated with sudden commencement events and dramatic changes in the solar wind [210]. 

The 23–30 January and 7–11 March 2012 solar proton event (SPE) periods were 

substantial and caused significant impacts on the middle atmosphere. These were probably 

the two largest SPE periods of solar cycle 24 so far. The highly energetic solar protons 

produced considerable ionization of the neutral atmosphere as well as HOx (H, OH, HO2) and 

NOx (N, NO, NO2). We computed a NOx production of 1.9 and 2.1 Gigamoles due to these 

SPE periods in January and March 2012, respectively, which places these SPE periods among 

the 12 largest in the past 50 years. Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) observations of the 

peroxy radical, HO2, show significant enhancements of > 0.9 ppbv in the northern polar 

mesosphere as a result of these SPE period [211].  

The impact of solar proton events (SPEs) on noctilucent clouds (NLCs) is studied 

using the 30-year NLC data set based on measurements with SBUV instruments on NIMBUS 

7 and the NOAA 9-17 satellites. A cross-correlation analysis was performed between GOES 

proton flux time series and NLC occurrence rate (albedo) time series to investigate, whether a 

depletion of NLCs is frequently observed during SPEs. It was focused on the analysis of the 

years when SPEs occurred during the core NLC season (days 0-40 with respect to solstice). 

For energetic protons in the 5-10 MeV energy range of the majority of SPEs statistically 

significant anti-correlations between NLC occurrence rate (albedo) and proton flux time 

series with time lags of up to 8 days. For the two strong SPEs in July 2000 and January 2005 

the sensitivity of the results to the proton energy range was investigated. The main results do 

not depend on proton energy. Together with a recently proposed physical mechanism leading 

to a SPE-induced warming of the polar summer menopause region, the results may indicate 

that NLCs are frequently depleted during SPE [212]. 
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Nitrate ion spikes in polar ice cores are contentiously used to estimate the intensity, 

frequency, and probability of historical solar proton events, quantities that are needed to 

prepare for potentially society-crippling space weather events. The Whole Atmosphere 

Community Climate Model was used to calculate how large an event would have to be to 

produce enough odd nitrogen throughout the atmosphere to be discernible as nitrate peaks at 

the Earth's surface. These hypothetically large events are compared with probability of 

occurrence estimates derived from measured events, sunspot records, and Cosmogenic 

radionuclides archives. We conclude that the flounce and spectrum of solar proton events 

necessary to produce odd nitrogen enhancements equivalent to the spikes of nitrate ions in 

Greenland ice cores are unlikely to have occurred throughout   the   Holocene, confirming  

that  nitrate  ions   in  ice cores    are   not suitable  proxies for historical individual solar 

proton events [213]. 

Solar energetic particles ionize the atmosphere, leading to production of nitrogen 

oxides. It has been suggested that such events are visible as layers of nitrate in ice cores, 

yielding archives of energetic, high‐flounce solar proton events (SPEs). This has been 

controversial, due to slowness of transport for these species down from the upper 

stratosphere; past numerical simulations based on an analytic calculation have shown very 

little ionization below the midstratosphere. These simulations suffer from deficiencies: they 

consider only soft SPEs and narrow energy ranges; spectral fits are poorly chosen; and with 

few exceptions secondary particles in air showers are ignored [214].  

Recent observations have shown that coronal shocks driven by coronal mass ejections 

can develop and accelerate particles within several solar radii in large solar energetic particle 

(SEP) events. The acceleration of protons is modeled by numerically solving the Parker 

transport equation with spatial diffusion both along and across the magnetic field. We show 
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that particles can be sufficiently accelerated to up to several hundred MeV within 2-3 solar 

radii. When the shock propagates through a streamer-like magnetic field, particles are more 

efficiently accelerated compared to the case with a simple radial magnetic field, mainly due 

to perpendicular shock geometry and the natural trapping effect of closed magnetic fields 

[215].   

The procedure for compilation of a new proton catalog is presented here. The focus is 

on the SOHO/ERNE instrument for the period 1996 to 2016 (entire solar cycle 23 and the 

ongoing solar cycle 24). The main steps of the data analysis are outlined. Namely, as a first 

approach it is selected that 5-min averaged data will be used to identify the peak proton 

intensity. Contributions due to local shock acceleration close to Earth are not taken into 

account. In this report, the main properties of the proton sample in the energy channel 17-22 

MeV are presented and discussed [216].   

 There is unique indicator that a specific solar flare will generate a significant solar 

proton event. At times solar emission expected to be associated with solar particle 

acceleration seem to be weak even for significant solar particle event [217]. Even the popular 

belief that energetic solar particle are always associated with large solar flares has some 

under serious attack with the measurement of E >50 Mev protons at the earth associated with 

a disappearing filament without and accompanying flare [218].  . 

 The solar proton event of July 1982 was the largest to date the current solar cycle 

proton fluxes observed by the NOAA_6 Satellite have been used to calculate ionization rates 

during the events which have been found to be almost as large as those of august 1972  near 

70 km but much smaller at lower altitude [219]. 
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 Solar proton events have been routinely detected by satellites since the 20th solar 

cycle; however, before that time only very major proton events were detected at the earth. 

Even though the detection thresholds differed between the 19th and more recent cycles, more 

than 200 solar proton events with a flux of over 10 particles/(sq cms ) above 10 MeV have 

been recorded at the earth in the last three solar cycles. At least 15 percent of these events had 

protons with energies greater than 450 MeV detected at the earth. Other than an increase in 

solar proton event occurrence with increasing solar cycle, no recognizable pattern could be 

identified between the occurrence of solar proton events and the solar cycle. The knowledge 

gained from the data acquired over the past 40 years illustrates the difficulty in extrapolating 

back in time to infer the number and intensity of major solar proton events at the earth [220].  

 Solar protons present a major problem to space systems because of the ionization and 

displacement effects which arise from their interaction with matter. This is likely to become a 

greater problem in the future due to the use of more sensitive electronic components and the 

proposed expansion of manned activities in space. An outline of the physical processes 

associated with individual solar events, the solar activity cycle and the transport of solar 

particles between the Sun and the Earth is provided. The problems of predicting solar event 

flounces, both over short- and long-term periods, are discussed. The currently available solar 

proton event models used for long-term forecasting are briefly reviewed, and the advantages 

and deficiencies of each model are investigated. Predictions using the models are compared 

to measurements made by the GOES-7 satellite during the rising phase of the current solar 

cycle. These measurements are also used to illustrate the sensitivity of the models to the 

choice of confidence level and to the spectral form used for extrapolation over the solar 

proton energy range [221].  
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It was found 20 SEP source regions in the northern hemisphere and 15 SEP 

source regions in the southern hemisphere confirm the North-South asymmetry in the 

SEP locations during our study period. We noticed that majority of source region are 

located in the northern hemisphere [222].  

A new catalogue of 253 solar proton events (SPEs) with energy >10MeV and peak 

intensity >10 protons/cm2.s.sr (pfu) at the Earth's orbit for three complete 11-year solar cycles 

(1970-2002) is given. A statistical analysis of this data set of SPEs and their associated flares 

that occurred during this time period is presented. It is outlined that 231 of these proton 

events are flare related and only 22 of them are not associated with Ha flares. It is also 

noteworthy that 42 of these events are registered as Ground Level Enhancements (GLEs) in 

neutron monitors. The longitudinal distribution of the associated flares shows that a great 

number of these events are connected with west flares. This analysis enables one to 

understand the long-term dependence of the SPEs and the related flare characteristics on the 

solar cycle which are useful for space weather prediction [223].  

The finalized catalog of solar energetic proton events detected by Wind/EPACT 

instrument over the period 1996-2016. Onset times, peak times, peak proton intensity and 

onset-to-peak proton fluence are evaluated for the two available energy channels, at about 25 

and 50 MeV. We describe the procedure utilized to identify the proton events and to relate 

them to their solar origin (in terms of flares and coronal mass ejections). The statistical 

relationships between the energetic protons and their origin (linear and partial correlation 

analysis) are reported and discussed in view of earlier findings. Finally, the different trends 

found in the first eight years of solar cycles 23 and 24 are discussed [224].  

Majority of SEP events source regions are located in the western hemisphere. 

Some are in eastern part and their speed is high relative to western event. Majority of 

major SEP events are associated with halo and high speed CMEs. The minor and weak 
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SEPs are associated with relatively poor CMEs speeds. Most of the SEPs source regions 

are in northern hemisphere, which indicates north-south asymmetry in SEPs source 

locations. The correlation is slow between X-ray flux and SEP intensity. The correlation 

looks better between CME speed and SEP intensity,  

 The topical collection demonstrates the power of combination methodology at work 

and provides new results on i) type I solar radio bursts and thermal emission to study active 

regions; ii) type II and IV bursts to better understand the structure of coronal mass 

ejections; and iii) non-thermal gyro-synchrotron and/or type III bursts to improve the 

characterisation of particle acceleration in solar flares [225]. A principal component 

analysis (PCA) on a set of six solar variables (i.e.width/size (ss) and velocity (uu) of a 

coronal mass ejection, logarithm of the solar flare (SF), magnitude, SF longitude (lonlon), 

duration (DTDT), and rise time (RTRT)). The solar energetic particle (SEP) event radiation 

impact (in terms of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration scales) with 

respect to the characteristics of their parent solar events. Further attempt to infer the 

possible prediction of SEP events 126 SEP were completely analysised from 1997 to 2013. 

Each SEP event is a vector in six dimensions (corresponding to the six solar variables used 

in this work). The PCA transforms the input vectors into a set of orthogonal components. 

By mapping the characteristics of the parent solar events, a new base defined by these 

components led to the classification of the SEP events [226].  

A new catalogue of solar energetic particle events near the Earth, covering solar cycle 

23 and the majority of solar cycle 24 (1996-2016), based on the 55-80 MeV proton intensity 

data gathered by the SOHO/ERNE experiment. In addition to ERNE proton and heavy ion 

observations, data from the ACE/EPAM (near-relativistic electrons), SOHO/EPHIN 

(relativistic electrons), SOHO/LASCO (coronal mass ejections, CMEs), and GOES soft X-

ray experiments are also considered and the associations between the particle and CME/X-ray 
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events deduced to obtain a better understanding of each event. A total of 176 SEP events 

have been identified as having occurred during the time period of interest; their onset and 

solar release times have been estimated using both velocity dispersion analysis (VDA) and 

time-shifting analysis (TSA) for protons, as well as TSA for near-relativistic electrons [227].  

Different aspect of SR phenomena as well as their observation and measurement 

technique have been presented by many workers during the last five decades. Towards the 

developmental stage of SR phenomena the diurnal variation of peak frequencies and 

amplitude of different modes were utilize to know the characteristic of global thunderstorm 

activity, The electron number density of the Ionosphere. These two application of SR 

continues for more than 3 decades from its year of prediction in 1952 without any additional 

finding. During 1990 and later the scenario of these sub ionospheric ELF waves changed an 

different new phenomena of SR emerged. Some of those are uncertentiy in 

frequency/amplitude of lightning which is due to its connectivity with the spectral 

distribution of lightning sources exciting the modes. The variation in Schumann resonance 

amplitude and variations in global tropical surface temperature suggest that such 

measurement can serve as diagnostic of temperature. 

Due to deep convection in the topical atmosphere, intensity of SR signal is found to 

be linked through logical change to tropical surface temperature of the earth. Thus SR 

behaves as a sensitive global topical thermometer on diurnal, seasonal time scale.  

 Schumann resonance is generally detected by ball antenna for vertical electric field 

and two induction coil-type antennas (magnetometers) for two horizontal magnetic field 

components set at remote locations far from artificial electrical interaction and any other 

types of electro magnetic noises. The intensity of SR field produced by thunderstorm activity 

is strong enough to give rise to non-linear effects in the D-layer. As a result, there will be 
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heating of electrons by the ELF oscillations of SR fields. Fair-weather electric field gives a 

linear dependence of electron temperature fluctuations on the field strength of SR. These lead 

to non-linear effects comprising the variations of electron temperature, effective collision 

frequency and conductivity of the medium. The variation arises due to the variation in the 

value of fair-weather field and electron-neutral particle collision frequency at the upper D-

region height range. 

 Earth is very sensitive to the water vapor content in the upper troposphere. Small 

changes in upper troposphere water vapor can have large implications for the earth climate. 

Continental deep convections pump water vapor into the upper troposphere that generate 

storms thereby producting the majority of Earth’s lightning discharges and major source of 

ELF electromagnetic waves in the Earth-ionosphere cavity. 

 Global water vapor measurement reveal the apparent co relations in time and space 

between (a) Lightning activity, (b) SR measurements and (c) Atmospheric water vapor 

content. SR may thus be of use in monitoring changes in atmospheric water vapor content, an 

extremely important parameter related to global climate change. From statistical analysis of 

long time water vapor data, global climate change may be predicted. 

 Some SR transients (Q-bursts) are released as the transient luminous events; sprites, 

elves, blue jets etc. Sprites are produced by positive cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning 

occurring in the thunderstorm strati form region. It is accompanied by Q-burst in the SR 

band. SR data is useful for the estimation of global occurrence  rate of sprites. Return stroke 

current in the lightning discharge from the ground, in some cases, does not end in the cloud, 

but continues to move upward and terminate in the lower ionosphere. This transient 

current/field is associated with optical emissions (sprites, elves, blue jets, blue starters), in the 
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space between the top of the cloud and the lower ionosphere, known as Transient Luminous 

Event (TLE). 

 Observed variations of both frequency and amplitude in Schumann resonance 

phenomena are related to changes in global thunderstorm activity as well as the consequence 

of complex effects in the Earth-ionosphere cavity. Inhomogeneities in the earth-Ionosphere 

cavity and the anisotropy due to geomagnetic field are supposed to introduce conductivity 

perturbation in the medium which modify the attenuation depending on the location of the 

source. 

 During high power transmitter operations, there will be interaction between 

electromagnetic wave and medium particles within the ionosphere. As a result, the average 

energy received by the electrons from the field will gradually heat up the medium. This in 

turn changes the equilibrium distribution of the temperature within the medium. The 

electrons receive a considerable amount of energy from the field because of its large free-path 

length. For this, dialectic constant becomes a function of electric field, and thus there will be 

modification in the electromagnetic processes within the atmosphere. The dynamical 

response of various phenomena to transient heating has been studied by different authors 

[228-234, 235-240] from which perturbation of density, composition and electron-ion-

temperature with in the ionosphere during high power radio wave propagation are known. In 

these works, numerous efforts have been made to explore different properties and physical 

processes responsible for ionospheric modifications. Further investigations can be made to 

know the medium parameters and other aspects of the ionosphere during modification. 

 Perturbations within the upper atmosphere have been investigated by different 

workers for the determination of the physical processes involved in the mechanism [233, 

240].  
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There exists a considerable amount of data from ground and rocket and satellite based 

measurements to interpret the physical processes within the medium. Among various 

formulations, the description of the medium characteristics may be made in terms of 

susceptibility. The theory of wave propagation in a homogeneous magneto-plasma in term of 

susceptibility dyadic and its extension to inhomogeneous magneto-plasma  with  static  

pressure  gradient  have  been developed. An expression for the susceptibility dyadic 

appropriate for the D and lower E-region can be derived using the field equations and the 

equation for the conservation of momentum. The influence due to convection current density 

may be taken into account in the formulation whereas that due to the conduction current can 

be omitted for high frequency propagation. The various effects of the medium could be 

incorporated in the momentum transfer equation. Coupled wave equations can be obtained 

though the dyadic. The nature of dispersion of the wave may be studied. 

 In various field Schumann Resonance is used : 

 SR for climate research 

 SR for Earthquake research [241] 

 SR for lightning research 

 SR for solar flare research  

 SR for solar eclipse research [102, 114] 

 SR for solar weather prediction [68] 

 SR in space [148] 

 SR at planet Mars [66, 166, 178]  

 SR for new remote sensing capabilities [242] 

 SR for bio-physical mechanism [243 , 244] 

 SR influence Brain wave research [245 , 246] 

 SR as a global thermometer [16] 
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 Schumann Resonance can perturbed with the different geo physical and extra-

terrestrial events within the earth-ionosphere cavity. They are solar X-ray flare, Solar proton 

event lightning, earthquake, solar eclipse meteor shower effect, storm, global thunderstorm, 

tsunami etc. 

Record of the peak frequencies of the first four modes of the Schumann Resonance in 

a solar flare at 16:19 UT of march 11, 2015 [209] have been discussed. Again variation of the 

frequency for the first mode SR during solar flare on July, 14 2000 was recorded over 

Kolkata have discussed in different articles [48,49]. Same experiment was conducted by 

Roldugin et.al [32]. Changes of the first mode Schumann resonance frequency during 

relativistic solar proton specification in the 6 th Nov, 1997 event [34], changes of Schumann 

resonance parameters during the solar proton event of 14 th July, 2000 [33], decrease of the 

first Schumann resonance frequency during solar proton event [179], Schumann resonance 

frequency increase during solar X-ray brust in reports presented in all the above papers. 

Schlegel et.al [247] also shows that Schumann resonance parameter changes during high 

energy particle specification.  

 The present thesis embodies the result of some investigation in the area indicated that 

is on the variation of the first mode Schumann resonance frequency during a solar proton 

event on 6 to 7 th March, 2012, studies on different geophysical and extraterrestrial events 

within the earth-ionosphere cavity in terms of ULF/ELF/VLF.  

 Many more theoretical and experimental aspect of the stated phenomena had yet to be 

investigated. With a view to fill up some of the case remain in the investigation reported on 

the different aspects of SR and atmospheric electricity. The author carried out researches on 

some of the stated areas at JU during the period 2013 to till date. 
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 In all the above experimental results it is concluded that at the time of solar X-ray 

flare the first mode Schumann resonance frequency intensity will increase and after the 

preceding of solar flare solar proton event occur. As the result the SR first mode frequency 

decreases immediately, that is all the results on the above research work almost same and the 

reason is discussed in chapter III. 

There are studies on the variation of VLF atmospheric over Kolkata, variation of 

atmospheric vertical electric potential gradient at Kolkata during solar eclipse. The effects of 

solar eclipse on long part VLF transmission, the effect of recent solar eclipse upon a sub 

ionospheric transmitted signal, the analysis of the effect of Leonid, Parsed and Geminid 

Meteor Showers through it is effect on transmitted VLF signal 2009. Studies on the 

precursors of an earthquake as the VLF electromagnetic sferics, studies on nonlinear 

travelling ionospheric disturbances and more coupling within the auroral reason, AILA 2009 

and its effect on VLF sferics on some effects of perturbations in the ionosphere due to 

electromagnetic precursory signals from earthquake which are published in reputed 

international and national journals and seminar or conference. 

   Various investigations have contributed a lot to the understanding of the propagation 

of electromagnetic wavelength through different regions of the atmosphere. It is worth 

mentioning that the electromagnetic waves are due to the vibration of the electrons of the 

medium, in short due to elementary Hertzian oscillation. The direction of vibration of the 

electrons are solely determined by the direction of the forces experienced by them. Within the 

ionosphere plasma, in the presence of collision and geomagnetic field, the directions of the 

forces are the direction of the displacement vectors which are however not identical with the 

direction of the electric vector. So the polarization angle will depend on the orientation of the 

displacement vector instead of electric vector for which the form of the electric permittivity 

will be tonsorial in nature there by developing plasma anisotropy. 
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 The exploration of different phenomena within such anisotropic plasma contributors a 

lot to due understanding of the physical states and properties of the medium and on the other 

hand, yielded results that found applications in various physical problems. 

 In the presence of geometric field irregularities, there are various types of interactions 

within the ionosphere. If an intense electromagnetic wave, modulated in amplitude be 

incident within the upper atmospheric plasma, the perturbation which are caused in the 

plasma are also modulated and thus, so for waves which pass through the perturbed region. 

Propagation of intense unperturbed waves perturbed the plasma medium and introduce 

certain changes in the electron temperature, electron number density and therefore also in the 

conductivity and permittivity of the medium. 

 Electric field at a point on the earth’s surface depends on the major thunderstorm 

activities of the globe and on the local environmental factors. Various models for 

thundercloud electric field have been developed to investigate their characteristics and 

connectivity with different global electric parameters into the regions between the surface of 

the earth and the upper D-region of the ionosphere. 

 In vast electric field from solar X-ray flares, solar proton events, meteor showers, 

scismo-associated electromagnetic waves, global thunderstorms and lightning., while 

entering the Earth’s atmosphere produce electromagnetic radiations in the ELF to LF ranges 

due to their interaction with the medium. Any of those sources introduces anomalous and 

significant perturbations in the amplitude of VLF sferic signals during their propagation 

through such disturbed regions. Any such source also produces changes in the amplitude of 

VLF sferic signals, and amplitude and phase of the transmitted sub-ionosphereic VLF signals. 

The investigations of solar flare and solar cycle induced lower ionospheric changes are well 

known. 
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CHAPTER - II 
 

 

Theoritical Background and Experimental 

2.1 Introduction: 

The space between the two spherical conducting shells, Earth surface and the lower 

boundary of the ionosphere, behaves as a spherical cavity in which some electromagnetic 

signals can propagate a  long  distance  and  is  called  Earth-ionosphere   waveguide. 

Through this waveguide ultra low frequency (ULF), extremely low frequency (ELF) and very 

low frequency (VLF) signals can propagate efficiently with low attenuation. Resonances 

which occur for ELF waves due to round-the-world propagation interfering with 2nπ phase 

difference are called Schumann resonances. 

The resonance occurs when the wavelength is of the order of dimension of the 

resonator. The observed discrete peak frequencies are 8, 14, 20, 26 . . . Hz  in the ELF range. 

Winfried Otto Schumann first theoretically predicted this electromagnetic resonance 

phenomenon in 1952 and calculated their eigen frequencies in the spherical earth-ionosphere 

cavity as 10.6, 18.4, etc . . . Hz [1,2]. 

The experimental evidences of this phenomenon came later, with subsequently 

developed more realistic analytical models taking into account the inhomogeneities due to 

asymmetry of the day- and night-time ionospheres, variations of conductivity of the 

ionosphere,  the  distribution  of sources etc.  
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Fig. 2.1 : Frequency response of Schumann resonance signal  

recorded at Kolkata on April 2, 2000 [3]  

The first mode Schumann Resonance frequencies are influenced by different 

geophysical and extra-terrestrial events like  lightning, earthquakes, Leonid meteor shower, 

solar flares, solar eclipse, geomagnetic storms, Solar Proton Event etc. [4 - 8]. Also Schumann 

Resonance frequencies are influenced by  - ray flares [9, 10]. 

Due to Solar Proton Event the variation of frequency of first mode Schumann 

Resonance spectra was recorded by many reputed scientists and reported in different national 

and international journals. The first mode frequency enhanced (~8.14 Hz, 3.85%) during the 

solar X-ray bursts and immediately after its value decreased (~7.44 Hz, 5.13%) during the 

proton event. The observation was recorded experimentally. Square loop antenna, a vertical 

cable of 50 meter length, a receiver circuit and a Data Acquisition Card (DAC) and computer 

were used in this experiment. 
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2.2 Theory. Rudimentary concepts: 

Inhomogeneity can arise due to unequal extra ionization in different layers during 

solar X-ray flares (SF) and solar proton events (SPE) [4].  The variation in the first and second 

mode Schumann resonance frequencies occurred during the intense solar X-ray burst by 0.2 

Hz and 0.3 Hz, respectively [11]. The observed maximum of first, second and third SR  

mode  frequencies during sudden ionospheric disturbance were 8.51 Hz, 14.71 Hz and 

21.22 Hz respectively [4].  

During solar activity, there may be two kinds of changes to the lower boundary of 

the Earth-ionosphere waveguide: 

(i) ionization enhancement at the normal D-region reflection heights, and (ii) the variation 

of D-region’s lower edge  [11]. According to the simplest vacuum model  [4] the variation 

of the first SR frequency can be written as [11].  

f1/f1 ≈ 0.36(N /2N + h/ h)……………….(1) 

where f1 is the first mode frequency, Δf1 change in first mode frequency, N is the ion 

density and ΔN change in ion density, h is the ionospheric reflection height and Δh change 

in reflection height. 

It is established that solar X-ray radiation causes extra ionization mainly in the height 

range of 70–80 km, whereas SPE can cause extra ionization up  to  the  depth  of  40– 50 

km. To explain the effect of this kind of inhomogeneity on SR, the two-layer waveguide 

model has been proposed by Greifinger et.al [12]. For the lower layer σ = ε0ω, i.e., where 

displacement and conduction currents are equal to each other and relatively upper layer is 

that at which μ0ωσζ 2 >1 where ζ is the conductivity scale height at the altitude for reflection 

of ELF wave. The unequal ionization of these two layers by solar extra radiation, i.e., by 

both x-ray and γ-rays can give rise to vertical inhomogeneity which modifies the SR 
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frequency. The  SR frequencies was expressed by Satori et.al and Sentman et.al 

respectively [4,13]. 

 fn = 
1

√2𝜋
 

𝑐

𝑟𝑒
 √𝑛 (𝑛 + 1) √

ℎ1

ℎ2
 ……………….(2) 

where n is the mode number, c, the velocity of light; re, mean radius of the earth; h1 

and h2 are the two characteristic heights in the D-region. For n = 1, 

f1 = 
1

√𝜋
 

𝑐

𝑟𝑒
  √

ℎ1

ℎ2
 ……………..(3) 

During solar flare, the lower height h1 is almost unaffected because it causes extra-

ionization mainly around 70 km, i.e., the reduced upper reflection height δ2 or h2 modified the 

first SR frequency as: 

(f1)SR = 
1

√2𝜋
 

𝑐

𝑟𝑒
 √

ℎ1

ℎ2−𝛿2
 ………………(4) 

and thus the first mode SR frequency increases. During solar proton events, energetic 

protons can penetrate deeply into the ionosphere upto 50 km and possibly even deeper and 

can ionize regions lower than the normal D-region [11].  Thus, the δ1 decrement over h1 

lower reflection height modifies the first mode SR frequency resulting in a diminishment of 

SR frequency. 
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2.3 Experimental Setup & Recording System: 

2.3.1 Square Loop Antenna:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 : A standard square loop antenna  

A square loop antenna is supposed, to radiate a conical beam, using the moment 

method. The loop has a single feed and two corners are truncated for circularly polarized 

(CP) radiation. It is revealed that the antenna shows a gain of approx. 9 dB, which is higher 

than that of a conventional loop by 2 dB. However there are square loop antenna with 

differnet structures and gains. 

A square loop antenna under even-mode operation is analysed and an approximate 

model based on equivalent multiple sources is developed to describe its radiation 

characteristics. The calculated results of the proposed model are validated by a few classical 

analytical models at first. The proposed model is then applied to analyse traditional linearly 

polarised (LP) and circularly polarised (CP) loop antennas. [14]. 
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2.3.2 Co Axial Cable:  

 

Fig.  2.3 : Structure of a Co-axial Cable 

Coaxial cable is a type of transmission line, used to carry high-frequency electrical 

signals with low losses. It is used in such applications as telephone trunk lines, broadband 

internet networking cables, high-speed computer data busses, cable television signals, and 

connecting radio transmitters and receivers to their antennas. It differs from other shielded 

cables because the dimensions of the cable and connectors are designed to give a precise, 

constant conductor spacing, which is needed for it to function efficiently as a transmission 

line [15]. 

Coaxial cable was used in the first (1858) and following transatlantic 

cable installations, but its theory was not described until 1880 by English physicist, engineer, 

and mathematician Oliver Heaviside, who patented the design in that year (British patent No. 

1,407). Co-axial cable is used as a transmission line for radio frequency signals. Its 

applications include feedlines connecting radio transmitters and receivers to their antennas, 

computer network (e.g., Ethernet) connections, digital audio (S/PDIF), and distribution 

of cable television signals. One advantage of coaxial cable over other types of 

radio transmission line is that in an ideal coaxial cable the electromagnetic field carrying the 

signal exists only in the space between the inner and outer conductors. This allows coaxial 

cable to be installed next to metal objects such as gutters without the power losses that occur 

in other types of transmission lines. Coaxial cable also provides protection of the signal from 

external electromagnetic interferences. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal
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2.3.3 The Receiver Circuit: 

The Receiver Circuit consists of protective circuit, buffer amplifier circuit, notch filter 

circuit, differential amplifier circuit, tuning circuit, detector stage [16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4 : A receiver circuit used in our measurement  

 

2.3.3.1 Protective Circuit: 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5 : A protective circuit used in our measurement 

As the name suggests protective circuit protects the receiver circuit from the high 

voltage. 2 LED diodes are connected parallelly. 
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2.3.3.2 Notch Filter Circuit:  

             

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.6 : An ideal Notch filter circuit which rejects 50 Hz signal. 

The design and fabrication of a 50 Hz notch filter is presented here. It is designed 

mainly by using passive components. The circuit of passive notch filter is given in figure 

above. The frequency response is presented in fig 2.7 and 2.8 [16]. 

The notch filter may be used to remove the effect of line frequency (50 Hz) 

components. Active 50 Hz notch filter can be designed in two different ways.  

1. Passive RC components followed by active device. 

2. The Active filter chip UAF42 (Universal Active Filter)    

A reactive network that freely passes low bands of frequencies while almost totally 

suppressing other high bands of frequencies is called low pass filter. Similarly reactive 

network that freely passes high bands of frequencies while reject low bands of frequencies is 

called high pass filter. An RC circuit can be used as a notch or band reject filter when the low 
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pass and high pass filters are connected in parallel with each other. 

If the reactances and resistances are properly chosen this network may be used to 

balance out or reject a particular frequency.  

 

 

Fig. 2.7 : Variation of frequency and gain of 50 Hz notch filter 

 

 

Fig. 2.8 : Variation of frequency and output voltage of 50 Hz notch filter. 
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 2.3.3.3 Differential Amplifier: 

 

Fig. 2.9 : An non- inverting amplifier circuit 

The OP-AMP can also the used as an non–inverting amplifier. Such a configuration is 

shown in above figure. The overall voltage gain greater than or equal to unity and almost 

infinite input impedence. 

2.3.3.4 Tuning Circuit: 

 

                  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.10 : A typical tuning circuit used in our measurement 

The signals are often contaminated with various types of noises (manmade or 

environmental). The signal received by the antenna after passing to the buffer stage is fed to 

the tuning circuit which is basically an LC circuit. It is designed so that it selects the required 

signal rejecting the noise signal. 
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2.3.3.5 Buffer Amplifier Circuit: 

 

                 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.11 : Ideal buffer circuit used in our measurement 

If the signal is applied to the non-inverting input terminal and feedback is given, the 

circuit amplifies without inverting the input signal and such a circuit is called non-inverting 

amplifier. It is a negative fed back system, as output is being fed back to the inverting input 

terminal. This non-inverting amplifies can be used as a unity gain buffer which acts as an 

impedance matching device. The output voltage follows the input voltage exactly. Hence the 

circuit is called voltage follower. Its input impedance is very high and output impedance is 

almost zero. Therefore it draws negligible current from the source. Hence this circuit is used 

as an impedance matching device between any two stage of an electronic circuit whose 

impedances are not properly matched. The voltage follower may be used as a buffer to 

connect a high impedance source to a low impedance source. 

2.3.3.6 Attenuator: 

 

Fig. 2.12 : Ideal attenuator circuit used in our measurement 
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The Data Acquisition Card used in the above case could not handle voltages having a 

value above two volts, peak to peak. The signal fed from the antenna fluctuates due to various 

reasons and so attenuator is applied so that the acquired signal has a safe value and there will 

be no clipping of the signal. The attenuator is constructed using OP-AMP IC741 in the non- 

inverting mode. Where the feedback resistance used is a variable one. The gain is <1.  

2.3.3.7 Diagram of OP-AMP 741 and its Pin Connection  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.13 : Pin connection of OP-AMP 741 used in our measurement 
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2.3.3.8 Features of OP – AMP IC741: 

Parameters Value 

Input offset valtage 5.0 mV Max 

Slew Rate 0.5 V/μs 

Common Mode Rejection Ratio 70 Min 

Drift with Temperature 15 μV/0C 

Voltage Gain 2 Million Min 

 

 2.3.3.9  Detector Stage 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.14 : Ideal detector circuit used in our measurement. 

The detector stage is fed to the attenuator. It detects the output tuning signal. Here the diode 

used is IN4007.  

 

2.4     Recording of Data: 

2.4.1  Data Acquisition Card & Computer: 

 After a reasonable gain has been achieved the desired signal has to be processed for 

further studies. But the signal being in the analog domain cannot be processed by digital 

computer. So at first it is converted into digital form and then the acquired data is stored into 

a computer. The data acquisition card basically consists of a Digital to Analog Converter 

(DAC) card which is made up of a sample, hold circuit and a coder. The sample and hold 
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circuit samples the analog value at an instant and feeds it to the coder which converts it into 

digital form. Thus taking numerous samples of the input signal, the original waveform can be 

retraced later on. The data acquisition card used here is a sound card. Radio Sky-Pipe 

software is used here. 

The detected signal is sampled 44100 times per second and the analog voltage is 

converted into 12 bit digital signal. So the numbers of levels in corresponding PCM is 4095. 

Since the highest frequency encountered in the experiment is 8 Hz, the choice of the sampling 

frequency is alright. The data acquisition system used is the computer sound card. The typical 

data acquisition system is shown below. 

In general, the model accepts a number if analog input, called channel. Typically a 

system may have 8 different input channels or 16 single input channels. The computer can 

select any one of the channels for input data through the channel. 

 

 

 

Computer Sound Card 

Fig.2.15 : Computer Sound Card used in our measurement 
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2.4.2  Data Acquisition System: 

 

Fig. 2.16 : A standard DAC system 

2.4.2.1 Flow Chart of Data Acquisition System: 

 

Fig .2.17 : A standard flow chart of DAC system 
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Fig.2.18 : A standard flow chart of DAC system 

2.4.3  Calculation of the Resolution of the system: 

 Percentage resolution = (step size) * FSV *100% 

 (2/4096)*2*100=0.0976%  

  FSV = Full Scale Value 

 The real time data was recorded with the help of a software specially designed for this 

purpose, named Radio-Sky-Pipe. It records the incoming signal form antenna with the help of 

sound card. The amplitude of the signal is obtained by multiplying the record signal with 10-2 

in the unit of millivolt. 

2.5  Design & Fabrication of ELF Receiver: 

 The cut-off frequency of the RC Low pass filter is given by fo= 1/2RC and closed 

loop gain Av = [1+Rf/R1]. Therefore for an active low pass filter  

i. A very low frequency (f<<fo) closed loop gain nearly Av 

ii. At f= fo closed loop gain nearly 0.707 Av  

iii. At very high frequency (f>> fo) closed loop gain nearly o. 
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The tuning frequency for L-C circuit is =1/2 √𝐿𝐶. 

The tuning circuit selects the required signal rejecting the noise signal. But the noises at 

the resonant frequencies are not available. 

2.6  Block Diagram of the ELF/VLF Receiving System: 

 

Fig.2.19 : A standard block diagram of ELF/VLF receiving system  

2.6.1 Block diagram of ELF measurement system: 

 

Fig. 2.20:  A standard block diagram of ELF measurement system 
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2.7  Mathematical Explanation: 

According to the two layer SR theory frequencies can be expressed as [13] 

fn=√
𝑛(𝑛+1)

2𝜋
 

𝑐

𝑟𝑒
 √

ℎ1

ℎ2
 …………………….…………..…… (5) 

where n is the mode number (n = 1, the first harmonic is regarded here), c the velocity of 

light, re the mean radius of the earth and h1 and h2 the two characteristic heights in the D-

region. 

For n = 1, f1 = √
1

𝜋
 

𝑐

𝑟𝑒
 √

ℎ1

ℎ2
 ……………………………….. (6) 

During an X-ray flare the lower height h1 is almost unaffected because it causes extra-

ionization mainly around 70 km, i.e., the height of reflection h2 is slightly reduced by the 

value 2 so that the modified first SR frequency becomes  

(f1)SR = √1/𝜋 (c/re) √ℎ1/(ℎ2 − 𝛿2)……………………….…..(7) 

During an SPE energetic protons can penetrate deeply into the ionosphere up to 50 km 

and can ionize regions lower than the normal D-region [11, 17]. In this case h1 changes by the 

value 1. If the effect on h2 is neglected the modified first SR frequency will be 

(f1)SRP = √1/𝜋 (c/re) √(ℎ1 − 𝛿1)/ℎ2…………….….…………..(8) 

2.8 Summary and Conclusion: 

 The concept of Schumann Resonance have been discussed in details. The 

mathematical formula of Schumann Resonance Spectra also have been discussed due to solar 

proton event. The co-relation between solar activity and SR parameters might be used for 

many studies like the study of sun and extra-terrestrial sources. To detect the Schumann 

Resonance frequencies an experimental setup have been designed which are discussed in 

detail in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER - III 
 

 

First Mode Schumann Resonance Frequency Variation During a 

Solar Proton Event 
 

3.1 Introduction: 

The Schumann resonance (SR) is the electromagnetic resonance phenomenon 

generated by global lightning discharges within the resonator formed between the Earth and 

the ionosphere. The various aspects of SR phenomena are being explored [1-17] over the 

years. The inhomogeneities originate from the asymmetry of the day and night time 

ionosphere. Another class of inhomogeneity may arise due to unequal extra ionization in 

different layers during solar X-ray flares (SF) and solar proton events (SPE). SF cause extra 

ionization mainly in the 70 - 80 km height range, whereas SPE can cause extra ionization up 

to a depth of  40 - 50 km. The effect of this kind of inhomogeneity on SR can be explained 

using the two-layer waveguide model by Greifinger et.al [18]. The geomagnetic field, the 

anisotropic conductivity of the cavity influence the wave propagation in the Earth-

ionosphere cavity. Within the cavity disturbances like random fluctuations of irregularities are 

occurring regularly along with other causalities, such as Polar-Cap absorption, X-ray bursts, 

etc. 

Protons with energy up to 100 MeV are most often emitted from the Sun in 

conjunction with solar flares, which can penetrate deeply into the D-region and cause 

additional ionization leading to the conductivity changes thereby modifying the SR parameters 

explained by Roldugin [19-21]. High solar proton fluxes cause serious radiation hazards in the 

solar system by Reddy [22]. The spectra of the signals in the realistic and idealistic earth-

ionosphere cavities have been computed in the frequency and time domains and the features 

pertinent to the Earth-ionosphere cavity with exclusively low losses implying a special 
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atmospheric conductivity model are discussed by Nickolaenko and Hayakawa [23]. 

The variation in frequency of the first SR spectra mode during SPE from 06 - 07 March 

2012 is presented in this work from the observed data recorded over Kolkata. The result 

shows the decrease in frequency during SPE occurrence and enhancement of the first mode 

frequency during the severe solar X-ray bursts occurring just before the proton event. The 

influences of SPE and X-ray bursts upon the SR frequency fluctuation are explained in terms 

of changes in ionization produced by the events and corresponding modification in the Earth-

ionosphere waveguide. 

3.2   Experimental: 

The antenna system for these experiments were erected on the ground at a vast bare 

land area near Kolkata having the geographic coordinates (Lat: 22.56°N, Long: 88.5°E). 

Square-loop antennas were made for the detection of extremely low frequency (ELF) 

signals. Two such loops were mounted onto wooden structures connected in series and thus 

their effective gain was increased beyond 5 dB. The length of each side of the square loops 

was 1 m with a total of 75 turns and the other with 90 turns has the length of 1.3 m for each side. 

A coaxial cable of 50m in length is used to transfer the signal from the antenna into the 

receiver input where it is pre-amplified. A stereo-preamplifier-integrated circuit with LA3161 

chip is chosen whose low frequency response starts below 5 Hz and extends up to a few kHz. 

This chip is superior to others in handling input voltage in the range of few microvolts to 

millivolts. The frequency selective stages were designed with active circuit elements. A 

wideband amplifier whose output is taken through an active low-pass filter having cut-off 

frequency nearly 35 Hz further amplified it. A wideband, very low input voltage sensitive 

and low frequency sensitive receiver was fabricated to detect input signals in the range of 100 - 

500 mV. 
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The detected ELF signal is sampled at a rate of 40000 times per second and the 

voltage is then converted into a 12-bit digital signal using a computerized data acquisition 

system through a PCI 1050, 16 channel 12 bit DAS card. These signals are further processed 

and stored in a computer. Because of the choice of sampling frequencies, no information is 

lost in the sampling process, except for the quantization error. The loop antennae are vertically 

mounted in series with their planes kept parallel to each other along a fixed E-W or N-S 

direction. The recorded data were analyzed through Origin software. 

 

 

  Fig. 3.1 A standard IC LA3161         Fig.3.2 : Pin connection of LA3161 

LA3161 Monolithic Linear IC 2-Channel Pre-amplifier Features  

 On-chip 2 preamplifiers  

 Good ripple rejection owing to on-chip voltage regulator  

 Minimum number of external parts required  

 Low noise  

 8-pin SIP package facilitating  easy   mounting  

 Pin-compatible   with   LA3160  specifications. 

 Absolute  Maximum  Ratings  at Temparature = 25C.   

 Parameter Maximum Supply Voltage 18 Volt 

 Allowable Power Dissipation  200 mW 

 Operating Temperature 20  to  75 0C 
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 Storage Temperature  40  to  125 0C 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 : A standard inductance used in our measurement 

The Inductance used in this experiment was made by my own hand. 

3.3  Results & Discussion: 

High energy solar proton flux of 07 March 2012 was detected using the GOES 13 

satellite at 0010 UT which showed solar proton maxima at 1500 UT. It was preceded by the 

solar X-ray bursts. Its onset occurred at about 0000 UT and the maximum took place at 0010 

UT. The variations in proton flux at energy (E) ≥ 100 MeV and X-ray at wavelength (λ) at 

0.1 < λ < 0.8 nm are shown in Fig. 3.4 by a continuous line curve and dashed line curve, 

respectively. 

The changes in the first SR frequency on 07 March 2012 over Kolkata are shown by 

the continuous line graph joining the square blocks in Fig. 3.5. The values of the first SR 

frequency are averaged over five days adjacent to the day of occurrence for these two events. 

The frequencies are plotted by a dot-dashed curve. The SR frequency started enhancing from 

2300 UT March 6 and reaches the highest value ~8.14 Hz (3.85%) at 0010 UT during solar 

bursts. Immediately after the solar proton flare, it approached a lower value showing the 

minima at ~7.44 Hz (5.13%) because of  the instantaneous high energy SPE. The decrease in 

the first mode SR frequency continued up to around 1500 UT and returned to its normal value 

at 2000 UT of March 7. 

The earliest ELF propagation parameter models in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide 

were based on the supposition that the lower ionosphere conductivity profile is horizontally 
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homogeneous and varies exponentially in the vertical direction. During solar activity there 

may be two kinds of changes: 

(1) increase in ionization level at the normal D-region reflection heights, and (2) the variation 

of D-region’s lower edge [12]. According to this model the variation in the first SR 

frequency is given by [22]  

f1/f1 ≈ 0.36(N /2N + h/ h)…………….…….. (1) 

where f1 is the first mode frequency, Δf1 change in first mode frequency, N is the ion 

density and ΔN change in ion density, h is the ionospheric reflection height and Δh change in 

reflection height. 

This expression shows that the frequency can change due to both electron density 

variations in the ionospheric D-region and the change in D-region lower boundary height. X-

ray flux growth enhances the electron density without a significant change in the ionospheric 

altitude, causing the first SR frequency increase. Solar protons penetrating deep into the 

atmosphere caused a decrease in D-region altitude. 

This gives rise to a decrease in the first SR frequency. SPE can also affect the 

ionization. Thus, the two terms compete with each other and their relative magnitudes are 

the decisive factors, i.e., whether there will be an increase or decrease in the first SR 

frequency. If the two terms are comparable there may be no change in the first SR 

frequency. Apart from this, the two terms are inter-linked. This model will not be 

efficient in estimating the magnitude of variation in the first SR frequency. Later on, two 

characteristic layers were identified within the lower ionosphere by Madden et.al [2] to be  

responsible for vertical electric field height variation and horizontal magnetic field 

components. Another kind of inhomogeneity can arise during solar X- ray or proton flux 

enhancement. In this method the eigenvalue depends on the conductivity of the 

atmosphere in the two height-independent characteristic layers: h1 and h2. One layer is 
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defined as the height h1 where displacement and conduction currents are equal (typically 

40 - 55 km for f < 50 Hz). The other is at a height of 60 - 70 km, where 4n0  vg2 = 1, g 

being the conductivity scale height at the altitude responsible for ELF wave reflection. The 

unequal ionization of these two layers by solar extra radiation can give rise to vertical 

inhomogeneity affecting the SR frequency. An approximate variation in medium 

conductivity around 30 - 80 km is shown in Fig. 3.6. A modeled altitude profile of 

conductivity using an exponential equation under perturbation due to extra ionization of 

the medium can be expressed as [15]. 

σ (z) = 10-16 exp [ 
𝑧

3.1
 + 2.303βexp – (

𝑧−𝑧𝑜

𝑎
)2]  ………..(2) 

where σ (z) is the conductivity profile, the perturbation parameter β is the perturbation 

amplitude in powers of ten about its undisturbed value, z is the altitude and z0 is a par- 

ticular altitude, and a is the width of perturbation. 

According to the two layer theory SR frequencies can be expressed by Sentman [5]  

 

fn=√
𝑛(𝑛+1)
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 …………… (3) 

 

where n is the mode number (n = 1, the first harmonic is regarded here), c the velocity of 

light, re the mean radius of the earth and h1 and h2 the two characteristic heights in the D-

region. 

For n = 1, f1 = √
1
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𝑐
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 …………….. (4) 

During an X-ray flare the lower height h1 is almost unaffected because it causes extra 

ionization mainly around 70 km, i.e., the height of reflection h2 is slightly reduced by the 

value 𝛿2 so that the modified first SR frequency becomes  
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(f1)SR = √1/𝜋 (c/re) √ℎ1/(ℎ2 − 𝛿2)……………..(5) 

 

The first SR frequency, therefore, increases. In our observation the proton event was 

preceded by a flare during which we observed an increase in the first SR frequency. During the 

solar flare the reflectivity of the upper height is also increased. This fact contributes 

additionally to the increase in the first SR frequency. During an SPE energetic protons can 

penetrate deeply into the ionosphere up to 50 km and can ionize regions lower than the 

normal D-region [24]. In this case h1 changes by the value 𝛿1 . If the effect on h2 is neglected 

the modified first SR frequency will be 

 

(f1)SRP = √1/𝜋 (c/re) √(ℎ1 − 𝛿1)/ℎ2……………..(6) 

 

As a result, the first SR frequency decreases. The altitude profile in perturbation of 

the first SR frequency, using the perturbation parameter β  = 3 and the width parameter  a = 6 

is shown in Fig. 3.7 along with its unperturbed profile  ( β = 0). The dashed curve in this 

figure depicts the first resonance frequency altitude profile using the FDTD / prony result [5]. 

The geomagnetic storm is also an important agent that produces ionospheric disturbances and 

hence may also be responsible for generating transient electromagnetic pulses which in turn 

may enhance the SR signal levels when superposed in this frequency band. The geomagnetic 

storm observed during that period is evident from Fig. 3.8. Thus the observed signal 

variation, i.e., the SR frequency restoration almost to the undisturbed value may be due to the 

geomagnetic storm. 
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Fig. 3.4 Energetic solar proton flux and X-ray bursts as recorded onboard GOES 13 satellite 

during the solar proton event (SPE) of 06 - 07 March 2012. The continuous line curve is for 

the proton flux while the dashed line curve represents X-ray bursts. 

 

 

Fig. 3.5. Variation of the first mode SR frequency over Kolkata (22.56°N, 88.5°E) on 06 - 07 

March 2012 depicted by the continuous line curve joining the square blocks. SR frequencies 

averaged over five days adjacent to the day of occurrence are shown. 
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Fig. 3.6 Conductivity model according to Sentman [5] using the exponential equation with 

perturbation parameter b . The line v = ~f0 signifies the altitude in which ionosphere 

becomes conductive. 

 

 

Fig. 3.7. Perturbed profile of first SR frequency according to Sentman [5]. 
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Fig. 3.8. Variations in Dst-index during the month of March, 2012 (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-

u.ac.jp/dst_provisional/).  

3.4   Conclusion: 

 The variation in frequency of the first SR spectra mode is not dependent on source-

ionosphere geometry but depends on the waveguide characteristics. This kind of variation is to 

be explained by the two-characteristic-layer-model of two different heights. For the purpose 

of modeling the variation in the first SR frequency associated with SPE and solar X-ray 

bursts preliminary electron density data at the two characteristic heights are to be known 

during respective solar events. Further, very low frequency (VLF) phase and amplitude 

observations could be used to determine the ionospheric electron density variation. Very low 

frequency signals are known to be seriously affected during SPEs propagating through the 

earth-ionosphere cavity at about 50 - 60 km altitude by Clilverd et.al [24]. The D-region 

electron density and ionization change during high energy particle precipitation down to this 

altitude depend upon the particle energy at this altitude. The correlation between solar 

activity and SR parameters might be used for many studies like the study of the Sun and 

extra-terrestrial sources. Thus, it can be concluded that as the D-region and nearby layers are 

perturbed due to solar flares mainly by SPE and X-ray bursts, and the corresponding 

modification of dielectric property and reflection height change the SR mode frequency. In 

this way we can detect these kinds of extra-terrestrial events comparing the continuous time 

series spectra of the SR frequencies with some specific previous signatures.  
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CHAPTER – IV 

 

STUDIES ON DIFFERENT GEOPHYSICAL AND EXTRA-

TERRESTRIAL EVENTS WITHIN THE EARTH – IONOSPHERE 

CAVITY IN TERMS OF ULF/ELF/VLF RADIO WAVES 

4.1 Introduction: 

The scientific community invested many efforts by using satellite-based as well as 

various ground-based observational techniques to forecast natural calamities like earthquake, 

severe cyclone, tsunami, meteor shower, and solar flares etc. The outcome of these efforts, 

however,  is  not satisfactory enough except some meteorological predictions. ULF, ELF and 

VLF signals within the natural earth-ionosphere cavity can tell us this information, but we 

must have the ability to find out the signature of any particular natural event in these 

geophysical speakers. Thus we need in-depth study of these signals to realize specific 

signatures for the corresponding natural events. 

A powerful radio noise burst radiating over a wide frequency ranging from a few Hz 

to several MHz during lightning discharges within the thunderclouds can propagate a long 

distance through the earth-ionosphere waveguide. Attenuation of the EM waves with 

frequencies <50 Hz is extremely low [1]  and these waves can encircle the globe a few times 

through the earth-ionosphere cavity. When resonances occur these waves interfere with 2π 

phase difference, the wave path being the integral  multiple  of  the  wavelength, i.e., the 

wavelength  is  of the order of dimension of the cavity, around 40 Mm. This phenomenon is 

known as the Schumann resonance (SR) [2]. Some other electrical noises generated from 

different sources, e.g., electric railways, mechanical vibrations of the antennas, surrounding 

vegetation, drifting electrically charged clouds and power line transients, EM signals from 
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earthquake etc., also interfere with these resonance phenomena and perturb the signal 

intensity. Interest on these global electromagnetic resonances has continued to grow since 

early 1960’s following their experimental detection [3]. A systematic description of 

theoretical and experimental research of this geophysical phenomenon, e.g., calculation of 

natural frequency of the cavity resonator based on different modes of ionosphere, study of 

excitation of the resonator by terrestrial and cosmic sources, lightning discharges, 

magnetospheric phenomena has been presented by Bliokh and co-workers [4]. They also 

discussed about location of lightning discharge, properties of the lower ionosphere, 

connection between resonances and magnetic disturbances, solar activity etc. in detail in 

connection with ELF signals. Presently Schumann resonances are being used to monitor 

global lightning activity [5-8], in characterizing the main African thunderstorm center [9], 

global variability of lightning activity [10] and sprite activity [6, 11]. A characteristic 

customary outline of the amplitude spectra has been exploited for evaluating the source-

observer distance [12]. The relations between lightning and ELF noise levels on the global 

basis have been used to study the space-time dynamics of worldwide lightning activity [13]. 

ELF measurements can be used in the studies of TLEs (Two line element set) [14 - 16]. The 

field decomposition method was used in a spherical cavity by Kulak et.al [17] to determine 

the source observer distance, by separating the resonant field from the traveling waves. Dyrda 

et.al [18] studied the African thunderstorms by solving the inverse problem and by using the 

SR power spectrum templates derived analytically. They calculated the distances to the most 

powerful thunderstorm centers and presented the simplified 1-D thunderstorm lightning 

activity ‘maps’ in absolute units C2m2/s. Schlegel et.al [19] showed the influence of solar 

proton events as an increment in frequency, Q-factor and amplitude of the SR modes. SR has 

also been used for the earthquake precursory studies [20 - 22]. Nickolaenko and coworkers 

computed the idealistic and realistic radio signals in the frequency and time domains and 
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discussed features significant to the Earth-ionosphere cavity with low losses for the discrete 

ELF transients (Q-bursts) considering the special model of atmospheric conductivity [23 - 

24]. 

The waves in the range of 3–30 kHz, called Very Low Frequency (VLF), can 

propagate throughout the globe at a large distance. VLF signals generated over the globe from 

different natural sources (mainly due to lightning) are known as sferics. Some VLF waves 

can penetrate into the ionosphere from the thundercloud top when the incident angle becomes 

less than the critical angle. This mode of propagation is termed as whistler. Lightning 

whistlers are originated from lightning discharges and propagating along the geomagnetic 

field lines without appreciable attenuation reach the opposite hemisphere and whistler-mode 

waves are generally from the magnetospheric origin. The whistler waves achieve energy 

coupling between the lower atmo- sphere (troposphere) and the magnetospheric altitude, 

initiated by thunderstorm and lightning discharges. Very large amplification (40 to 60 dB) of 

the primary whistler wave occurs during the process of cyclotron interaction with energetic 

electrons in the Earth’s magnetosphere [25 - 27]. As the wave propagates through the ionized 

medium embedded in the geomagnetic field, it is dispersed and a particular  form  of  whistler  

spectrogram  is  obtained  in  the  time-frequency domain. VLF whistlers having spectra of 

different shapes are also observed; these are broadly classified as hiss or unstructured 

emissions characterized by continuous band-limited signal producing a hissing sound, or 

chorus of structured emissions exhibiting coherent discrete spectra including periodic 

emissions, quasi-periodic emissions and triggered emissions [28, 29]. As the main energy 

source of whistlers are lightning discharges during thunderstorm, it can provide us with 

information regarding the occurrence of thunderstorm and lightning in the conjugate 

hemisphere of a particular longitude as well as the disturbance in the geomagnetic field lines 

at the magnetospheric altitude, i.e., geomagnetic storm. The impacts of extra-terrestrial 
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activities like solar flares, CMEs, Sunspot number variation and meteor showers can be 

investigated through the study of whistlers. Anomalous detection of whistler signals at low 

latitudes during the occurrence of earthquakes shows significant interest for the precursory 

study [30] . 

Some fixed frequency man-made VLF signals are also transmitted from different 

stations like Alpha, VTX, NWC, NPM etc. for the global navigation system, detection of 

ionospheric irregularities and various other purposes. The intensity and phase of these  signals  

are  modulated  by  the waveguide characteristics, i.e., reflection height variation, dielectric 

constant of the medium etc. [31]. Different geophysical events, e.g., earthquake, 

thunderstorms and lightning, meteor showers etc. modify the earth-ionosphere cavity by 

introducing huge energy which contributes additional ionization in the lower-ionospheric 

region. Thus the waveguide characteristics like reflection height, dielectric permeability etc. 

are changed by different natural sources. During the lithosphere ionosphere atmosphere (LIA) 

coupling, through the  simultaneous  effects  of  (1) chemical channel, (2) wave channel and 

(3) electric field channel, the seismic energy transport to the ionospheric height can modify 

the waveguide characteristics by extra ionization [32]. The  lithosphere ionosphere 

atmosphere coupling will be discussed in detail in Sect. 4.5.5 later. It produces the seismo-

induced ionospheric  instabilities  and  modifies  the   charge   density    distribution which 

changes the reflection height and perturbs the over-horizon radio wave propagation within the 

earth-ionosphere waveguide [33, 34].  

Solar X-rays ionize the ionospheric layers on a regular basis and over the solar 

cycle but a kind of inhomogeneity can arise due to unequal extra ionization in different 

layers during solar X-ray flares (SXF) and solar proton events (SPE). Thus the flares and 

astronomical events like gamma ray flare modify the ionosphere and are detected by the 

sub-ionospheric VLF propagation and ELF waves [35,3 6 ] . Protons with energy up to 100 
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MeV are most often emitted from the Sun in conjunction with solar flares which can penetrate 

deeply into the D-region n e a r l y  4 0  k m  and can cause a dditional ionization leading to 

conductivity changes thereby modifying the SR parameters [37 - 42]. Meteor showers also 

introduce perturbations in ion composition, temperature and other physical parameters within 

the ionospheric medium at different altitudes extending from the D-region to the ionospheric 

altitude [43 - 46].  

In this work, we discussed about different sources of noises regarding different 

geophysical and extra-terrestrial events, which introduce some perturbations in the 

waveguide characteristics and generate some anomalous signals, such that we can identify 

the nature of perturbation for a particular event. In Section 4.5, we studied the effects of 

different events on the Schumann resonance signals with the historical point of view along 

with remarkable findings of some reputed researchers. Section 4.6 discusses the similar 

approach for the VLF radio wave for the natural as well as man-made transmitted signals in 

terms of the variation of waveguide characteristic and noise generation. A conclusion 

regarding this study has been presented in Sec 4.7. Unique signatures of some specific events 

may also be identified through regular monitoring of these signals associated with 

simultaneous events and their cross-correlation. 
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Fig. 4.1 Model diagram of the Earth-ionosphere waveguide 

4.2  Atmospheric layers and waveguide: 

A brief overview of atmospheric layers and the earth-ionosphere waveguide with a 

model diagram is given in Fig. 4.1. The troposphere extends up to 12 km on average from the 

ground surface, 9 km at pole and 17 km at Equator with some variations. All kind of 

meteorological phenomena, e.g., thunderstorms and lightning, wind and rainfall occur in this 

spherical shell. 80 % of the total atmospheric mass 5.1480 x 1018 kg is present in this zone. 

Upper boundary of the troposphere, where an abrupt change in lapse rate usually decreases to 

2 °C/km or less is called tropopause. Stratosphere starts from the top of the troposphere, i.e., 

tropopause and extends up to 50 km altitude. The altitude span of the mesosphere 50–85 km 

is basically the D-region of ionosphere. Different transient luminous events (e.g., elves, red 

sprites etc.) predominantly occur in this altitude during severe thunderstorm. All meteors of 

mass <50 kg break apart and dissipate energy in this zone. The spherical shell of the 

atmosphere ionized by the solar X-ray and γ -ray radiation in the range of 50–1000 km 

altitude is called the ionosphere. Below this altitude medium is ionized only by highly 

energetic galactic cosmic rays. The ionosphere consists of different layers, viz., D-layer (60–
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90 km), E-layer (90–120 km), Es-layer, F-layer (120–500 km) and above this is the topside 

ionosphere. The day side F-layer is sub-divided into F1 and F2 layers. The space above 

ionosphere around the planet, where magnetic field lines are dominant is called the 

magnetosphere which is controlled by the planet’s magnetic field. The solar wind is primarily 

responsible for the teardrop shape of the earth’s magnetosphere which prevents most of the 

particles from the Sun from reaching the earth. In the day side atmosphere the magnetosphere 

extends up to 10 RE (Earth’s radius) whereas for the night side it extends up to 100 RE. Various 

literatures are available regarding the magnetosphere of the earth [47 - 49] and references there 

in. The medium confined within the spherical shell between the conductors, i.e., Earth surface 

and lower boundary of the ionosphere (50–60 km altitude) is dielectric in nature, and 

eventually becomes a spherical waveguide for the low frequency radio wave. 

4.3   Thunderstorm and lightning: 

The thunderstorm is the main process through which charge separation occurs in the 

troposphere under all circumstances which produces stratified charge distribution in the 

different layers and creates different charge centres. Electrical discharges occur between 

these opposite polarity charge centres in the form of lightning. Numerous processes operate 

synergistically within the environment of a mature convective cloud, and different processes 

with varying effectiveness and time-dependencies affect cloud electrification [50 - 55]. 

The charging of thunderstorms takes place via inductive or non-inductive process. An 

inductive charging process requires pre-existing electric fields to induce charges on a particle 

so that when it rebounds from another charged particle charge gets separated and the field is 

enhanced. The another electric field resulting from positive charges in the atmosphere and 

negative charges on the ground could be considered as the pre-existing field which has been 

verified by laboratory experiments [56]. 
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Non-inductive processes are independent of external electric field(s) and are based 

only on a collision mechanism between graupel with cloud-ice particles and the selective 

transfer of charge of a certain polarity to the larger particle. This mechanism is dominant in 

the charging of thunderstorms [57]. In an ordinary thundercloud, the smaller ice crystals are 

charged positively and move upward, whereas larger graupel particles charged negatively 

descend down relative to the smaller particles. Depending  on  the  prevailing  conditions  of  

temperature,  liquid water content and mixing in the thunderstorm this is the normal situation. 

A variant of this situation may lead to the reverse condition. Charging of solid particles can 

engage triboelectric charging by fractoemission and photoelectric charging, as discussed in 

detail in this article [59]. The presence of soluble ionic substances in the liquid and ice phases 

have a significant effect on the charging processes and may significantly alter the outcome of 

particle interaction and the charging processes. In the non-inductive mechanism, Saunders 

[59] has discussed drop break up, ion charging (atmospheric ions produced by cosmic rays, or 

radioactivity) and convective mechanisms, etc. Macgorman and co-workers [60 - 62] 

recommended in other cases that the small fraction of flashes striking ground was caused by a 

severe storm’s very strong updraft. The strong updraft lifts the formation and growth of the 

frozen hydrometeor charge carriers to higher altitudes than usual height of storms, and causes 

the resulting charge to remain relatively high for a substantial period. It has also been noted 

that cloud-to-ground lightning creation may be inverted in severe storms by the time required 

to form and bring downward the precipitation carrying the low-level charge region that is 

needed to initiate lightning from the mid-level oppositely charged region [60 - 62]. 

Additional electrification due to tall updraft pulse which modifies the timing of major 

inflections, peaks or minima in lightning flash rates of the storm in general can depend on the 

competing affinity from the co-evolving updraft and downdraft formations in different 

regions of the storm. Eventually the tendency of increasing electrification during 

precipitation growth in the mixed phase region appears to be the circumstances in which the 
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surface of frozen precipitation becomes wet. Thus, while a large and rapid increase in 

lightning flash rates reliably indicates the growth of a storm through and above the mixed 

phase region whereas decreasing storm flash rates do not necessarily imply that updrafts or 

storms are in steady state or weakening [63]. 

4.4  ULF waves: 

EM waves with frequency <3 Hz is the ultra low frequency (ULF), predominantly 

radiated by CG lightning discharges and propagate to a long distance due to huge charge 

transfer. Attenuation of this signal in the waveguide is very low. They can be recorded from 

remote places by any receiver with very low cut-off frequency, e.g., Fluxgate magnetometer, 

Induction coil magnetometer, Pulsation magnetometer etc. As the attenuation is the lowest 

for this signal frequency, more promising result may be obtained from the above scientific 

research. 

4.4.1 Ionospheric Alfvén Resonator (IAR) and Spectral Resonance Structure (SRS): 

The electron density fluctuation with altitude in the upper ionosphere is appropriate 

for establishing a resonator for the shear Alfvén waves in the range of 0.1–10 Hz [64]. The 

‘walls’ of the ionospheric Alfvén resonator (IAR) can be the E-layer and the electron density 

gradient above the maximum of the F-layer. The lower boundary of the ionospheric Alfvén 

Resonator (IAR) coincides with the lower ionospheric boundary, whereas the upper boundary 

extends up to the altitude of a few thousand of km due to partial reflection of Alfvén waves 

from a steep gradient of the vertical Alfvén velocity profile VA(z) above the maximum of F-

layer. The ionospheric cavity with minimum of VA(z) works not only as a resonator for 

Alfvén waves, but also as a waveguide for the magnetosonic  mode. The idea about this 

resonator referred to as the ionospheric  Alfvén resonator (IAR) was first suggested by 

Belyaev et.al [65] and developed afterwards by Polyakov et.al [66]. Alfvén velocities are 

several orders of magnitude smaller than the velocity of light and at a height of typically 3000 
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km (where an Alfvén velocity maximum exists) this velocity changes with height and enough 

reflection of the wave takes place. The Spectral Resonance Structures (SRS) are the comb-

shaped spectra which are frequency domain representation of IAR oscillations on the ground 

surface generated under the lightning discharge. SRS, the unique signature of IAR spectra, 

are the background electromagnetic noise in the frequency range of 0.1–4.0 Hz. Detection of 

SRS in the spectrogram of ULF signals up to 4 Hz recorded at Sodankylä Geophysical 

Observatory (SGO) for two successive days indicated by the black bar are shown in Fig 4.2 

[67]. The large Alfvén velocity gradient performs as the upper boundary of a cavity at this 

height region; whereas the lower boundary is formed in a similar way at the lower side of the 

F-region. The Alfvén velocity again shows a large gradient at the electron density peak at the 

F-layer as Shear Alfvén waves and may get trapped within the cavity in the form of standing 

waves. Thus the idea about this  resonator subsequently referred  to as the Ionospheric 

Alfvén resonator (IAR). Nowadays, geophysical importance of this phenomenon goes far 

beyond the primary effect. We already have many applications of IAR and it plays an 

important role in large collection of phenomena where the ionosphere-magnetosphere 

coupling   is  significant  [68 - 73].  The   waveguide  magnetosonic  modes  excited   by   the  

 

Fig. 4.2 Detection of Spectral Resonance Structure in the time interval indicated by black 

bars above the spectrograms recorded at Geophysical Observatory Sodankylä (SGO) for two 

successive days (Yahnin etal. 2003) [67]. 
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magnetospheric [74] or atmospheric sources [75] can propagate to large distances (up to a 

few thousand of km) through the ionosphere. The ionospheric wave guidance manifests itself 

as an occurrence of low-frequency cut-off corresponding to the waveguide critical frequency 

(lower than the IAR fundamental frequency). The damping rates and Q-factors of the IAR 

modes depend strongly on the Alfvén velocity differential in the upper ionosphere ( 120–400 

km) as well as on the lower ionospheric (nearly 40–100 km) conductivity. This concept was 

accepted theoretically [64 – 66,76,77]  and it motivated experimental investigations of the 

resonator effects. The experimental efforts give way the finding of the resonance structures in 

the spectra of the electromagnetic noise of ground-based observations in the ULF range [78]. 

ULF noise enhancement   (ULF-burst)   associated   with   local lightning transients in the 

frequency range of few Hz to several Hz in the thunderstorm proximity was observed [79]. A 

fundamental night time feature (observed between 1900 and 0500 LT) of the geomagnetic 

field variations in the ULF band just below the first SR mode is the occurrence of Spectral 

Resonant Structure (SRS), observed at low [80], middle [76] and high latitudes [67]. The 

occurrence of SRS was commonly attributed to the Ionospheric Alfvén Resonator (IAR) in 

the upper ionosphere [81]. The lowest frequency of the SRS was about fraction of Hz, and the 

difference between the equidistant spectral harmonics was about 0.3–0.5 Hz. A prominent 

seasonal fluctuation is observed in the SRS modes, which was the maximum during the period 

of September–January and was almost completely absent during spring-early summer time 

[82, 83].  

The world thunderstorm centres were suggested to be the primary sources of the IAR 

excitations [84]. However, it’s been theoretically estimated that the electromagnetic field 

intensity in the IAR band is about one-two orders of magnitude less than the observed value 

at the mid latitude. This is due to the contribution of typical charge moments of negative CG 

flashes of the distant world thunderstorm centres [85]. It was suggested that thunderstorms 
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are able to excite the IAR with sufficient intensities [86]. Another possible source for IAR 

excitation is the generation of the ionospheric turbulence and currents by the neutral wind in 

the lower ionosphere where some part of neutral gas kinetic energy can be transferred into 

the electric current in the conductive ionosphere and converted into the energy of Alfvén and 

fast compression MHD modes [87]. The IAR resonance cavity occupies a space bounded 

from below by E-layer at 100 km and from above by a zone located at an altitude of about 

500–2000 km in the F-layer, where the plasma density and Alfvén velocity change abruptly. 

It is the excitation due to electromagnetic emission stemming from global thunderstorm 

activity. The spectral resonance structure (SRS) due to IAR formation has been identified in 

the ground-based observation in low latitudes [84, 88]. The radiation energy from the 

lightning excitation introduces into the IAR and modifies the SRS. The mechanism of the 

SRS formation is not related to the oscillatory response of the IAR, but the specific multi-

phase structure of geomagnetic disturbances during lightning activity [89]. A theoretical 

investigation is described by using numerical approach during the presence of main 

magnetic inclination signatures in the spectral resonance structure (SRS) of IAR [90]. 

4.4.2  ULF signal and earthquake research: 

It has been found that emissions in the ULF band are more convincing precursors of 

earthquakes in comparison with higher frequency band owing to its inherent characteristics 

of large skin depth, less contamination, and low attenuation involved [91]. One to two hours 

before the occurrence of Great Alaska earthquake (M 9.2) on  27th March, 1964, strong 

ULF electromagnetic field disturbances at Kodiak observatory had been observed [92]. 

Remarkable change in the ULF signals was detected which started about 14 days before the 

vast Loma Prieta earthquake in the year of 1989 (Ms 7.1) in the USA. They also observed a 

prominent increase around 4 o’clock prior to the main shock which continued even after the 

event. Simultaneously, seismo-electromagnetic phenomena are also observed in different 
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frequencies ULF-ELF-VLF by many workers [40,41,93 – 97, 98 - 100]. 

The ULF resonances in the H-component in the narrow frequency bands  fR2 10.2–

11.1 mHz  and  fR2 = 13.6–14.5 mHz have been observed at the Teoloyucan magnetic 

station two weeks to one month prior to some earthquakes during 1999– 2001 and also for 

the volcanic activity at Tlamacas station during March–July, 2005 [101].  

Discrete packets of ion cyclotron waves are generated in the equatorial region of the 

magnetosphere and bounce between conjugate ionospheres; penetrating partially into the 

lower atmosphere to be observed on the ground, known as Pc1 pulsations. Changes in the 

resonance properties due to the earthquake of two complex processes (Pc1 and SRS 

oscillations) are the main reasons for the signal anomaly during the seismic hazards [102 - 

104]. Different types of IAR response to seismic effects have been found for remote 

earthquakes [103].  According to the Geophysical Observatory Borok (58.0°N, 38.2°E) data, 

it has been discovered that ionospheric Alfvén resonances (IARs) observed as geomagnetic 

pulsations at frequencies of a few Hz arise in response to seismic events. The different ways 

of affecting the IAR regime by seismic waves and corresponding possible mechanisms of this 

effect are discussed elsewhere [102]. 

Hayakawa et.al [105] observed ULF magnetic field variations before great earthquake 

at Guam, 1993 (Ms 8.0) at an epicentral distance of 65 km and suggested to analyze the 

polarization ratio R Z/H  (Z  and H  are vertical  and horizontal field components 

respectively) in frequency band 0.01–0.05 Hz. They also found that polarization ratio 

increased about 1 month before that earthquake but returned to the normal level after the 

event. Later they analyzed the data once again and showed that the slope of the ULF 

spectrum (fractal number) also changed before the earthquake. Hayakawa, Hattori et.al [106, 

107] reported their observations of ULF magnetic variations around the date of two large 

events at Kagoshima in 1997 (M 6.5 and M 6.3) at a distance of about 60 km from both the 
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events. Hobara et.al [108] applied the same data analysis technique (polarization method) to 

ULF magnetic data for three different earthquakes and compared the results. Then simple 

current models were suggested for each earthquake [108]. Kopytenko along with his co-

workers observed ULF magnetic field variations related to the earthquake swarm during June–

July 2000 with strongest earthquake of magnitude 6.4 (in the middle of the swarm) where 

epicentral distances were around 70 to 150 km from the network of stations situated in the Izu 

and Chiba area of Japan [307]. They paid main attention to the polarization ratio near 

frequencies F1 = 0.1 Hz ± 0.005 Hz, F2 = 0.01 Hz ± 0.005 Hz and F3 = 0.005 Hz ± 0.003 Hz 

and observed Z/G ratio anomaly in a frequency range F2 for the night time intervals 

(00:00– 06:00 LT) began to increase one and half months before  the period of the seismic 

activity. Interestingly they detected sharp increment in R(F3)/R(F1) ratio just before the onset 

of the strong seismic activity. 

Some efforts have also been made to utilize ULF data for direction finding of the emitted 

signals from epicentre regions [104,109,110] detected signal enhancement in wavelet 

analysis around 2 Hz and 7–8 Hz for the large India-Pakistan border earthquake. Their 

polarization ratios also indicated the origin of signal was from beneath the ground. A sudden 

decrement (67 %) of the cross-correlation values of the amplitude between (0.1–0.01 Hz) 

and (0.01–0.001 Hz) frequencies, during some seismic events (M > 5) within the period of 

September, 2010 to March, 2011 has also been observed [111].  

4.5  ELF waves and Schumann resonance: 

The spherical cavity and lower ionosphere acts as a resonator in which the standing 

electromagnetic waves between the Earth’s surface are generated due to excitation energy 

from lightning. The resonance occurs when the wavelength is of the order of the dimension 

of the resonator. The observed discrete peak frequencies are 8, 14, 20, 26 . . . Hz  in the ELF 
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range. Winfried Otto Schumann first theoretically predicted this electromagnetic resonance 

phenomenon in 1952 and calculated their eigen frequencies in the spherical Earth-ionosphere 

cavity as 10.6, 18.4, etc . . . Hz [2]. The characteristic Schumann resonance spectra  shown in 

Fig.  

4.3  were  recorded  at  Kolkata  on  April 2,  2000 [112]. A modified formula for eigen 

frequencies within the Earth-ionosphere cavity is given by fn= 2
c n(n-1) according to 

Schumann’s formula where n is the mode number [24] assuming the earth and the ionosphere 

to be perfect conductors and the space between them is vacuum. 

The experimental evidences of this phenomenon came later, with subsequently 

developed more realistic analytical models taking into account the inhomogeneities due to 

asymmetry of the day-and night-time ionospheres, variations of conductivity of the 

ionosphere, the distribution of sources etc. However, these factors in the lower ionosphere 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 Frequency response of Schumann resonance signal recorded at Kolkata on April 2, 

2000 [112].  
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have relatively small influence over the resonance frequencies to decrease to the 

experimentally observed value. The fact that the observed frequencies are 8 Hz, 14 Hz etc. 

instead of 10.6 Hz, 18.4 Hz etc., is primarily due to the low propagation speed of radio 

waves in the Earth-ionosphere cavity compared to that of light in vacuum. Hence the 

observed peak frequencies are lower than the eigen frequencies for a perfect cavity. The ratio 

of velocity of propagation in vacuum and within the waveguide is (c/v) 1.36 at 10 Hz [1]. 

Considering this velocity ratio the calculated resonant frequency will be reduced to the 

observed SR peak frequency at the Earth surface. Different aspects of Schumann resonance 

phenomenon as well as their observation and measurement techniques are presented by 

different workers, e.g., SR signal as the global thermometer [16]; for the detection of upper 

tropospheric water vapor content [114]; detection of pre-seismic anomalies during large 

earthquakes [115, 116] etc. Some frequency changes about the peak values and some 

amplitude changes were found to be present in the observed spectra, which may be 

attributed to the uncertainties arising from spatial distribution of lightning sources exciting 

the SR modes [117].  

The diurnal variation of peak frequencies and amplitudes of different modes were 

utilized to know (i) the characteristics of global thunderstorm activities, and (ii) the electron 

number density of the ionosphere. The seasonal and day-to-day variability of SR intensities, 

frequencies, line splitting and quality factors have been reported by many authors along with 

the possible explanations for such changes [3,12,118,120,121,177,178]. Schumann resonance 

frequency variations have been established as an indicator of the  thunderstorm distribution 

over the globe [123]. Both linear and non-linear combinations of average power spectra of 

electric and magnetic fields are used successfully in the solution of the inverse problem 

[8,124].  
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After 1990s the scenario with these sub-ionospheric ELF waves changed and several 

new applications of SR emerged. 

4.5.1  Global thunderstorms and lightning activity: 

The SR intensity records  are  used  to  estimate the  level of global thunderstorm 

activity. Balser et.al [125] suggested the variations of SR frequency to be related to the global 

thunderstorm distribution. From the records of SR background, the diurnal, seasonal and 

annual variations of the global lightning activity may be estimated [126,127]. A new ELF 

observation station is setup in Kagoshima, Japan in addition to the existing one in Moshiri 

Hokkaido,  to establish the network observations of ELF transients and to deduce the detailed 

spatiotemporal lightning distribution with Charge Moment Change (CMC) around Japan and 

Asian region [128]. This was the first attempt to use an ELF network observation with 

separation distance of few thousand km scale applied to a rather small area to deduce more 

precise determination of both location and Qds of lightning discharges in comparison to the 

previous works for worldwide detection of very energetic lightning with a large locating error 

(500 km) [128]. Intensive lightning locations with CMC information are very useful for the 

several new spacecraft missions to monitor TLE with intensive lightning discharges from the 

space by Japanese ISS (Inter- national space station), GLIMS and French Micro Satellite 

TARANIS [128].  

4.5.2 Tropical surface temperature of the earth: 

The power in the lower SR mode of 8 Hz has been noted  to correlate with the global 

temperature  changes [16].  It has  been  observed  that  the SR increases with temperature on 

a global tropical scale consistent with the observed sensitivity of lightning to temperature in 

local measurement. Specific linkage between SR peak frequency values with global and 

regional temperatures is well known. The variation of SR peak frequency has been proved to 

be useful to indicate the variations in the tropical and global temperature [129]. The seasonal 
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migration of tropical thunderstorms along the meridian triggered by tropical temperature 

changes has been investigated [130]. A comparison between SR intensity data and the 

ground surface temperature (GST) data has been studied in Japan at different latitudes 

during the period 1999–2002. Sekiguchi and Hayakawa and co-workers [131,132] have made 

a quantitative comparison of temperature and electromagnetic data for 43 months long and 

used cross-correlation coefficient to evaluate their linear connection. A satisfactory positive 

cross-correlation was also found for SR intensity with the ground surface temperature data 

for the low latitude region at Agra, India [133]. 

4.5.3 SR for climate research: 

Large amount of water vapor is transported into the upper troposphere due to 

continental deep convection. This water vapor is the key element of Earth’s climate. It has 

direct impact as a greenhouse gas as well as indirect effect through interaction with cloud, 

aerosols and tropospheric chemistry for the generation of the charge centres. The relatively 

small amount of water vapor in the upper troposphere has a large impact on climate variation 

[134]. The retrieval of upper tropospheric water vapor concentration can be achieved 

through the continuous magnetic intensity measurements of SR spectra. Due to the presence 

of water vapor with some Aitkin particles through the formation of graupel, there is more 

charge separation at the expense of thermal energy and thereby producing stratified charge 

centres. Instantaneous discharge processes between opposite charge centres will emit EM 

radiation   during   the process of recombination of charges. This excess EM energy from the 

tropospheric zone will influence the SR magnetic records in a varying manner depending 

upon the intensity of the charge separation process. 

It is known that ELF data, NASA water vapor project and upper-tropospheric water-

vapor (UTWV) data are in good agreement with each other (correlation coefficient, r 0.76) 

[114]. The  sensitivity  of  this  relationship implied that for every 0.25 mm increase in UTWV 
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(1% of total column), the ELF signal  increases by approximately 25%. A relatively simple 

and inexpensive method for continuous observation of global lightning variability is the use 

of the Schumann resonances. Thus monitoring of SR signal may provide a tool for time-

tracking of the upper-tropospheric water-vapor changes which will be made useful to the 

processes involving climate change. That is, SR data → water vapor content → climate 

forecasting. 

4.5.4 Solar terminator effect: 

Significant solar terminator effects are found in SR magnetic and electric field 

characteristics [135]. The larger the area coverage by the ionospheric disturbances, the greater 

is its influence on SR characteristics. Thus, from the nature of variation of SR characteristics,   

the   vastness of the magnitude of disturbance of solar terminator time can be determined. 

Hence, lateral ionospheric gradients across the terminator region have sufficient influences on 

ELF wave propagation along with the diurnal-seasonal lightning sources [136]. Effects of the 

solar terminator time on the diurnal frequency variation of Schumann resonance frequency 

had been studied at Garhwal Himalayan region, India, during March 10–May 23 in 2006 

[137]. 

A general approach suggested by Madden et.al [138] based on the analogy between 

ELF propagation within a waveguide and wave propagation in a transmission line with two 

dimensional telegraph equation (TDTE) technique, has been developed later on by Kirillov 

et.al [139] where TDTE allowed incorporation of any conductivity profile. Mushtak et.al 

[140] introduced the ‘knee’ approximation on the basis of the TDTE formalism to obtain both 

realistic resonance frequencies and quality factors which overcomes the shortcoming of the 

two-exponential approach. 
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Pechony and Price [143] combined both the partially uniform global model 

developed [141] for the day night asymmetry with the ‘knee’ model by [140] into a partially 

uniform knee (PUK) model [142]. Further, it has been extended   to a ‘multi-knee’ 

approximation by introducing additional ‘knees’ to the profile, in order to allow 

assimilation of different ionospheric profiles for modeling SR on other planets. As a result 

very flexible model with an easy switch from ‘uniform’ to ‘day-night’ model has been 

developed, allowing incorporation of structured conductivity profiles and a convenient 

treatment of the day-night asymmetry [143]. 

4.5.5 Schumann resonance for earthquake research: 

In contrast to the direct method, e.g., observation of ULF/ELF  emission  at  

Nakatsugawa  in  Japan  (35°25jN, 137°32jE) in Gifu Prefecture near the foot of Mt. Ena, the 

anomalous excitation of the Schumann resonance possibly associated with the 1999 Chi-

Chi earthquake in Taiwan [142], is the indirect method. After that, some anomalous 

excitations of Schumann resonances before large earthquakes like Mid-Niigata Prefecture 

earthquake (2004), Noto-Hantou earthquake (2007, M 6.9) in Japan have been reported by 

Ohta et.al [142]. Anomalous Schumann resonances appearing in the background noise of the 

observations have been found in the analysis of ULF/ELF electromagnetic radiation data 

recorded before earthquakes in Japan and this anomalous Schumann resonance has a good 

correlation with seismicity [144]. They made a statistical analysis for 13 earthquakes with M 

5.0 occurring in the Taiwan  region during the period of  1999–2004 and found that the 

corresponding Schumann resonance anomalies were observed prior to all land earthquakes. 

Using Schumann resonance observations recorded at Nakatsugawa station of Japan, 

Hayakawa also found prominent anomalous Schumann resonances prior to the 4 groups of 

earthquakes of M ≥ 5.0 in Taiwan in 1999 [144,145]. The spectral analysis of Schumann 

resonances of 13 earthquakes with Ms > 4.0 occurring in Yunnan from August, 2010 to June, 
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2011, indicated some positive signatures of pre-earthquake SR anomalies [22]. Figure 4 . 4 

depicts SR anomalies before the Yingjiang earthquake on March 10, 2011 of M = 5.8 

recorded at Yongsheng station [22]. Primarily the mechanism of anomalies of SR signals are: 

i) change of ionospheric height, i.e., height of the upper layer of the earth-ionospheric 

waveguide and the dielectric property of the medium contained within and (ii) generation of 

ELF signals and its influence on the SR signals from other sources. Three main physical 

mechanisms are there to perturb the ionosphere, lithosphere atmosphere ionosphere  coupling  

due  to  the  simultaneous  effects  of :- (1) chemical channel, (2) wave channel and (3) 

electric field channel. A possible mechanism is the development of micro-cracks, fluid 

penetration and stress change etc. which release different kind of greenhouse gases: methane, 

radon, helium, hydrogen, and carbon dioxide. This leaking from the crust can serve as carrier 

gases for radon including underwater seismically active faults due to the relative movement of 

tectonic plates and blocks of different sizes. These greenhouse gases can produce thermal 

anomalies in the atmosphere [32]. This thermal anomaly produces atmospheric turbulence and 

instability which generate Atmospheric Gravity Waves (AGW) with periods in a range of 6–

60 min. This seismo-induced AGW mainly modifies the ionospheric instabilities and charge 

density distribution which changes the reflection height and thereby perturb  the over-horizon 

radio wave propagation within the earth-ionosphere waveguide [32, 145-148]. Due to the 

friction and the attraction forces of small ions to the dust and aerosol particles during its 

breaking  before the occurrence of seismic activity, the dusty aerosol particles become 

charged. Emanation of energetic radioactive radon during the seismic activity ionizes the 

lower atmospheric particles which enhances the lower atmospheric conductivity and modifies 

the atmospheric ion density. Thus it behaves like an electric channel in the Lithosphere-

Atmosphere-Ionosphere coupling [32, 149]. Thus the reflection height as well as dielectric 

constant of the waveguide is changed due to pre-earthquake anomaly. 
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Fig. 4.4 Fig. 4.4 : Detection of pre-seismic ELF EM anomalies in the By component of 

Schumann resonance modes before the Yingjiang earthquake on March 10, 2011 of M = 5.8 

recorded at Yongsheng station [22]. 

4.5.6 Solar Proton Events: 

Schumann resonance frequencies are modified by the interaction of energetic 

precipitating particles within the lower ionosphere due to extra ionization. Solar proton 

precipitations cause the lower ionospheric boundary to move downward, e.g., lower 

ionospheric refection height decreases that manifests a change in the frequency of the first SR 

mode  to lower values [150,  151]. A noticeable change, approximately 50 % of the mean on 

short time scale, in amplitude as well as in peak frequencies of the first two modes during the 

30-min period γ-ray burst was observed. The normal variability of the peak frequency is about 

0.5 Hz for the first mode and approximately 1 Hz for the second mode before, during and 

after the burst [152].  

A change has been detected successfully in the Schumann resonance spectra during 

the intense γ ray flare SGR 1806-20 (27 December 2004), recorded at the Moshiri 
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observatory, Japan (44.365°N and 142.24°E) [153]. It was compared with the experimental 

records at the same observatory with the model calculated approximately for the parametric 

ELF pulse produced by the γ ray flare [154-156].  

Inhomogeneity can arise due to unequal extra ionization in different layers during 

solar X-ray flares (SF) and solar proton events (SPE) [157]. The variation in the first and 

second mode Schumann resonance frequencies occurred during the intense solar X-ray burst 

by 0.2 Hz and 0.3 Hz, respectively [158]. The observed maximum of first, second and third 

SR  mode  frequencies during sudden ionospheric disturbance were 8.51 Hz, 14.71 Hz and 

21.22 Hz respectively [159]. 

During solar activity, there may be two kinds of changes to the lower boundary of the 

Earth-ionosphere waveguide: (i) ionization enhancement at the normal D-region reflection 

heights, and (ii) the variation of D-region’s lower edge [160]. According to the simplest 

vacuum model [32] the variation of the first SR frequency can be written as:  

f1/f1 ≈ 0.36(N /2N + h/ h) 

where f1 is the first mode frequency, Δf1 change in first mode frequency, N is the ion 

density and ΔN change in ion density, h is the ionospheric reflection height and Δh change 

in reflection height. 

 It is established that solar X-ray radiation causes extra ionization mainly in the height 

range of 70–80 km, whereas SPE can cause extra ionization up  to  the  depth  of  40–50 km. 

To explain the effect of this kind of inhomogeneity on SR, the two-layer waveguide model 

has been proposed by Dyrda et.al [159] for the lower layer σ=ε0ω, i.e., where displacement 

and conduction currents are equal to each other. The other, relatively upper layer is that at 

which μ0ωσζ 2 > 1 where ζ is the conductivity scale height at the altitude for reflection of ELF 

wave. The unequal ionization of these two layers by solar extra radiation, i.e., by both X-ray 

and γ -rays can give rise to vertical inhomogeneity which modifies the SR frequency. The SR 
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frequencies can be expressed as [159]. where n is the mode number (n = 1, the first harmonic 

is regarded here); c, the velocity of light; re, mean radius of the earth; h1 and h2 are the two 

characteristic heights in the D-region.    
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During solar flare, the lower height h1 is almost unaffected because it causes extra-

ionization mainly around 70 km, i.e., the reduced upper reflection height δ2 modified the 

first SR frequency as 

(f1)SR = 
1

√2𝜋
 
𝑐
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and thus the first SR frequency increases. During  Solar proton events, energetic protons 

can penetrate deeply into the ionosphere upto 50 km and possibly even deeper and can 

ionize regions lower than the normal D-region [160]. Thus, the δ1 decrement over h1 lower 

reflection height modifies the first mode SR frequency 

(f1)SRP = √1/𝜋 (c/re) √(ℎ1 − 𝛿1)/ℎ2 
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Fig. 4.5 Variation of the first mode SR frequency over Kolkata (22.56°N, 88.5°E) on July 14, 

2000  depicted by the continuous line curve joining the square blocks. It is superposed  on  

the  curves  for  solar  X-ray  bursts and SPE. SR frequencies averaged over three days 

adjacent to the  day  of occurrence are shown by the dot dashed curve [40,41]. 

 

resulting in a diminishment of SR frequency. Variation of frequency for the first mode SR 

during solar flare on July 14, 2000, recorded over Kolkata is shown in Fig. 4.5 [40,  41]. In 

this figure, the continuous line curve joining with the square blocks indicates first mode SR 

frequency which is enhanced during the solar proton event. Immediately after this SPE there 

occurs a severe solar X-ray burst and during this X-ray flares first mode frequency decreases. 

This phenomenon has been justified in terms of extra-ionization at two different layers, 40–

50 km for SPE and 70–80 km for X-ray flare. Figure 4.6 depicts the simultaneous frequency 

shifts of the first mode SR from different stations during the solar flares on the day of July 

14, 2000 [40,  41]. For three stations Kolkata, Lovozero and Karymshino signal variations 

show similar trends that agree with the proposed theory. 
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Fig. 4.6 Variation of the first mode SR frequency over different 

latitudes on July 14, 2000 [40, 41] 

 

4.5.7  Meteor shower effect: 

Meteor showers as another possible source of EM phenomena in the atmosphere have 

been debated for many years. Bright fireballs, theoretically, may produce ELF/VLF radio 

waves [161]. Many workers detected meteor responses in ELF/VLF radio waves, [161- 163]  

reported anomalies in the 1–10.5 kHz frequency range, associated with m 10–11 meteor. 

ELF/VLF radio emission has been detected during the 1998 and 1999 Leonid showers 

[164]. Also, a kind of signature has been pronounced in the 100 Hz–50 kHz frequency range 

for some faint meteors that could not be detected visually [163]. Meteor activity has been 

the focus in the 10 Hz–300 Hz frequency range, performed during the ESA 2001 Leonids 

campaign in Australia by Trautner et.al [165]. A remarkable increase of the electric field 

levels in the frequency range up to about 200 Hz was observed. The lower magnitudes for 

the higher frequencies indicate a 1/f envelope, which is characteristic for many natural 

signal sources. The signal level measured two hours before the Zenithal Hourly Rate (ZHR) 

maximum was exceeded by a factor of  7.6   at 14 Hz and by factors of 8.9 and 5.3 at 21.5 
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Hz and 59.2 Hz respectively [165]. Furthermore, the signal levels observed correlate well 

with ZHR rates measured independently. 

4.6   VLF waves: 

Maximum EM energy emissions from the lightning sources are predominantly 

occurring in the VLF range (3–30 kHz) [166]. Radio signals from lightning discharges 

(sferics) propagate in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide with low attenuation, typically 2–3 

dB/1000 km [167].  The   dynamic   spectra   of   sferics are explained by considering the 

propagation through the Earth-ionosphere waveguide, where the D-region of the ionosphere   

acts   as   upper   boundary  of  the  waveguide. The  VLF  waves  are mainly produced by the 

acceleration of charged particles inside the cloud due to lightning return stroke and provide 

useful information about the generation of lightning producing mechanism as well as 

information about the characteristics of the medium through which it is propagating [168]. 

VLF is also an interesting tool to detect anomalous signals from the natural lightning events 

and for the waveguide characteristics study. These emissions, being in the audio frequency 

range, can be converted to their corresponding audio outputs with suitable receivers. 

Depending on the characteristic audio sound generation for particular mode of propagation 

this natural signal is characterized as VLF sferic, whistler, Hiss, Chorus etc., some of which 

are from magnetospheric origin. The collected vertical electric field data are analyzed to 

derive information about the lightning discharges (source properties), propagation features 

and parameters of the medium through which the waves have propagated [169, 170]. Later 

on, the horizontal magnetic components of the wave fields were measured along with the 

vertical electric component. These measurements were used to determine the polarization 

and arrival directions of the waves [171] and are used to pinpoint where the down-coming 

whistler entered the earth-ionosphere waveguide [172]. Some works with sferics focused on 

the understanding of the delayed sferic component called a ‘tweek’. Recently Cannon and 
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their co-workers [173-176] proposed a method to estimate the effective ionospheric height of 

the Earth-ionosphere waveguide and the propagation distance of tweek atmospherics.  Ohya 

et.al. [177] estimated equivalent night-time electron densities at reflection heights in the D-

region ionosphere at low-middle latitudes by accurately reading the cut-off frequency of 

tweek atmospherics. Thus, sferics is a fruitful tool to estimate lower ionospheric electron 

density. It is also utilized in connection with the lightning centre detection. 

4.6.1 Lightning centre detection by VLF sferics: 

Many techniques have been employed for the detection and location of lightning 

discharges using satellite based as well as ground-based observations. The lightning imaging 

sensor (LIS) [178] aboard the TRMM satellite and its predecessor the Optical Transient 

Detector (OTD) [179] detected total lightning including both cloud-to-ground (CG) and 

intra-cloud (IC) lightning discharges using optical measurements. The stable propagation and 

low attenuation of VLF waves in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide (EIWG) allow a wide 

spacing of receiver sites of several thousand kilometres. Thus, true global location service 

may be provided by using only 10 receiver sites [180]. On the ground, many different 

methods of radiolocation of lightning have been implemented. To determine the location of 

the source lightning event, a single radio receiver can be used to locate intense lightning 

discharges at long range, by using the wave impedance of the lightning waveform for 

estimating the range to the lightning strike and by using magnetic direction finding to 

measure the arrival azimuth of the lightning strike [181]. Lightning discharges measured in 

this manner must be intense because a large ELF energy component, also called an ELF 

transient, is generally required for the range estimate [182]. The total amount of lightning 

activity present in a storm can also provide an estimate of the amount of convective rainfall 

in that storm [16, 183].  
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The VLF band is most commonly used for long range radiolocation of lightning due 

to the highly efficient propagation of VLF sferic energy in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. 

The fact that the group velocity is close to the speed of light for low order modes at VLF 

frequencies and does not significantly vary with frequency (away from the cutoff regions) 

[184] further simplifies the analysis and TOA (Time of Arrival) estimations measuring the 

arrival phase delay between different VLF waves generated from the same lightning stroke 

using multiple stations. For example, using the equation for group velocity taken from 

Budden [184], Vgroup can be shown as 

Vgroup = c {1 – (fn / f)
2 } – ½ 

where, fn is mode cutoff frequency. 

For VLF propagation at 13 kHz, the difference in propagation time for daytime (60 

km reflection height) versus night-time (80 km reflection height) for a 10,000 km path is 280 

micro seconds, which would cause a smaller error than a one degree error in azimuth at 5,000 

km. However, some techniques, such as those that rely on TOA measurements only, require 

more precise knowledge of the group velocity under various propagation conditions [180]. 

Using the arrival time difference as well as magnetic direction finding technique by 

widely spaced receivers (>9,000 km) researchers estimated the lightning discharge locations 

via triangulation for two receivers located at Palmer Station (64.77°S, 64.05°W) on Anvers 

Island off the Antarctic peninsula and on Vieques Island (18.12°N, 65.50°W) off the coast of 

Puerto Rico and calculated the azimuths of sferics originating in North America (10,000 km 

range) [185]. The results obtained by them, however, were plagued by ambiguities due to 

extremely distant locations of the receivers utilized. They compared arrival azimuth with 

flash level data from the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) and showed that 83.6 

% of the cases matched the reported NLDN flashes to within 2 degrees. R.K.Said et.al [166] 
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developed a new paradigm for long range lightning detection and geolocation, through an 

extensive empirical cataloging of sferic waveforms from a variety of source locations and 

propagation path profiles. Several ground-based networks have been developed to determine 

the time and location of individual lightning strokes and flashes accurately using the 

characteristics of sferics, such as Lightning-Mapping Arrays [186], UK Met Office VLF 

system [187] and Los Alamos Sferic Array (LASA) [188]. Each lightning stroke location 

requires the time of group arrival (TOGA) from at least 5 WWLLN (World Wide Lightning 

Location Network) sensors. These sensors may be several thousand km distant from the 

stroke. The geographical arrangement of the sensors is important: a lightning stroke which is 

enclosed by sensors is much more accurately located than one which is not. Clearly a uniform 

spacing of sensors around the earth is the ideal solution. Since the earth is round, there are no 

edges: every lightning stroke is surrounded by sensors, but not necessarily by the sensors 

which sense it. Typically only about 15 to 30 % of strokes detected by one sensor are detected 

by 5 or more local centres. These strokes are usually the stronger ones. Recent research 

indicates that globally the detection efficiency for lightning strokes of about 30 kA is 

approximately 30% (http://wwlln.net/). It is also found that the obtained lightning source 

distributions both over the Pacific Ocean and the Sea of Japan are originated from the 

thunderstorm active regions confirmed by other measurements such as WWLLN [189]. 

Presently there are 40 WWLLN sensors, and they are in the process of expanding to 60 

sensors shortly. To cover the whole world by sensors spaced uniformly about 1000 km apart 

would require roughly 500 sensors. If spaced 3000 km apart, we would need ‘only’ around 50 

to 60 sensors and their working areas do not overlap (http://wwlln.net/). 

4.6.2 Sferics for earthquake prediction: 

Some investigators inferred that the ionospheric perturbation as detected by VLF-LF 

propagation may be a significant tool for short term earthquake prediction [190]. In case of 

http://wwlln.net/
http://wwlln.net/
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strong earthquakes, the atmospheric layer close to the Earth’s surface becomes ionized and 

generates electric field which introduces particle acceleration thereby exciting local plasma 

instabilities [32]. Several days before the occurrence of the earthquake, the electron density 

of plasma in the upper ionosphere over the epicenter also increases abnormally [191]. 

Moreover, an interrelation between the tectonic activity and the anomalous changes of the 

geophysical, geochemical and geo-hydrological parameters characterizing the Earth’s 

lithosphere has been noticed [192]. Electromagnetic anomalies (EA) preceding the 

destructive earthquakes in Greece covering a wide range of frequencies have been analyzed 

[193]. They are correlated with the fault model characteristics of the associated earthquake 

and with the degree of geotectonic het- erogeneity within the focal zone. The time evolution 

of sequences in EA revealed striking similarities to the acoustic and electromagnetic 

emissions observed in the laboratory [193]. 

Some significant spike observations in the 5, 7, 9 and  12 kHz VLF sferics signals 

recorded at Kolkata station (Lat. 22.56°N, Long. 88.5°E) during the Minahasa earthquake 

were made on November 16, 2008 at an epicentral distance of about 2400 km and have been 

analyzed [194] [195]. They observed similar spike signals in 6 and 9 kHz sferics for the 

India-Pakistan boarder earthquake of October 08, 2005 shown in Fig. 4.7. For this event 

spiky variations in the integrated field intensity of atmospherics (IFIA) at 6 and 9 kHz have 

been observed 10 days prior (from the midnight of September 28, 2005) to the day of 

occurrence of the earthquake on October 08, 2005 and the effect continued, decaying 

gradually and eventually ceased on 16 October 2005. 
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Fig. 4.7 Diurnal variation of sferics with spikes observed over Agartala on October 07 (upper 

two records) and October 08 (lower two panels) of the year 2005 [40,41]. 

Spiky nature of electromagnetic signals at 3 kHz frequency is detected which is 

similar to the VLF pre-seismic signals of Kozani Grevena earthquake. Spiky signatures of 

electromagnetic signals were also reported by Ohta et.al [196]. They observed ULF/ELF 

emission of spiky nature at Nakatsugawa observatory possibly associated with the ChiChi 

earthquake in Taiwan on 21 September 1999 (M 7.6). Similar records at VLF frequencies are 

also reported by Nagao and Izutsu and their co-workers [197,198] for the Hyogo-Ken Nanbu 

earthquake of 1995. 

4.6.3 Whistler phenomena: 

Major VLF energy, from the natural sources (mainly due  to lightning and 

thunderstorms), trapped within the waveguide and simultaneously some part, beyond the 

thundercloud top, penetrates through the ionosphere with an incident angle less than the 
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critical angle and can propagate in the e-wave mode through the magnetosphere. This wave 

tends  to propagate along the geomagnetic field lines without appreciable attenuation and 

reaches the opposite hemisphere. These whistlers are originated from the lightning discharges. 

Certain other types of whistlers generated in the magnetospheric region due to interaction of 

energetic particles within the radiation belt, e.g., chorus, Hiss etc. are known as the 

spontaneous emissions. The allowed frequency band for this plasma wave depends on either 

the electron gyrofrequency fHE or the electron plasma frequency fe, whichever is larger for 

longitudinal propagation, and on the lower hybrid frequency fLHR. Both fHE  and fe  decrease 

with L shell and take the value about 50 kHz and 200 Hz respectively around the equatorial 

plasmapause. This mode of propagation is termed ‘whistler’. Very large amplification (40 to 

60 dB)  of the primary whistler wave occurs during the process of cyclotron interaction with 

energetic electrons in the Earth’s magnetosphere [199 - 201]. Thus whistler waves provide an 

energy coupling between the lower atmosphere (troposphere) and the magnetospheric 

altitude, initiated by thunderstorm and lightning discharges. As the wave propagates through 

the ionized medium embedded in the geomagnetic field, it is dispersed and a particular form 

of whistler spectrogram is obtained. VLF signals having spectra of different shapes are 

broadly classified as hiss or unstructured emissions, characterized by a continuous band-

limited signal producing a hissing sound or chorus, structured emissions exhibiting coherent 

discrete spectra including periodic emissions, quasi-periodic emissions, triggered emissions 

[202, 203]. 

Whistler mode waves are right-hand polarized EM wave, with the upper frequency cut off 

as either the local electron plasma frequency or gyro-frequency. The ionospheric plasma 

consists of electrons with ions having different ion gyro frequencies. Hydrogenion whistlers, 

oxygen ion whistlers, and helium-ion whistlers have been observed on satellites. 
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Fig. 4.8 Observation of Whistler-mode emissions observed at Palmer, Antarctic peninsula, at 

64.77°S, 64.05°W. Chorus (top panel) is an important source and loss mechanism for 

energetic particles, while hiss (middle panel) and whistlers (bottom panel) are important loss 

mechanisms (See text below) 

These waves have been received both on the Earth’s surface as well as on orbiting 

satellites. They can propagate through the magnetospheric plasma in a ducted mode, a non-

ducted mode and a pro-longitudinal mode. Waves propagating in the non-ducted mode can be 

received only by onboard satellites. Several theories regarding the origin of these emissions 

can be classified into the following categories: Cerenkov radiation (incoherent and coherent) 

[204], traveling wave tube mechanism [205], backward wave oscillator, cyclotron radiation 

and transverse resonance instability [206]. Detection of Whistler, Hiss and Chorus in the 

VLF spectrum up to 8 kHz has been shown in the bottom, middle and upper panel 

respectively in Fig. 4.8, recorded at Palmer, Antarctic Peninsula, (64.77°S, 64.05°W) by the 

Stanford VLF Group (http://vlf.stanford.edu/research). 

 

http://vlf.stanford.edu/research
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4.6.3.1 Ducted mode of propagation: 

Whistler mode waves enter the ionosphere/magnetosphere with small wave normal 

angles and are trapped in the geomagnetic field-aligned duct, formed by the enhancement 

depletion of electron density. At mid and high latitudes, ducts are formed because electron 

density fluctuations support ducted mode propagation of whistlers with almost negligible 

attenuation [202,207]. Furthermore, geomagnetic field lines at low latitudes are quite curved. 

Under these diverse conditions, ducted mode propagation of VLF waves at low latitudes is 

ruled out and non-ducted or a pro-longitudinal mode of propagation is considered [208]. Two 

dimensional ray-tracing computation studies suggested non-ducted propagation at these low 

latitudes [209]. These computational results showed that a preferred non-ducted propagation 

channel exists in the geomagnetic latitude range 10°–15°. Three dimensional ray tracing 

computations using realistic modes for the plasma density and geomagnetic field show that   

the waves with wave-normal angles less than 4° could be trapped in the duct and be received 

on the Earth’s surface [210, 211] showed a reduction in wave path excursions both in  

latitude  and  longitude  as  rays  propagate   upwards   in a duct from low altitudes (1000 km) 

to the equatorial plane. The ray tracing method is applicable when the duct radius is greater 

than the characteristic wavelength Strangeways et.al and AP Nickolaenko et. al [211,212] 

have studied whistler mode wave propagation in magnetospheric ducts of enhanced cold 

plasma density for the arbitrary ratio of the duct radius to the whistler wavelength (where the 

ray tracing method is not applicable). They have shown that in the case of the source exciting 

several duct eigen modes simultaneously, the receiver should register the set of discrete 

signals each corresponding to one of the excited eigen modes. The interval is longer for a 

narrow duct and smaller in the case of a wide duct, and the interval can vary up to hundreds of 

milliseconds. 
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When a lightning discharge is composed of multiple flashes and VLF energy 

propagates in the same duct, the series of whistlers having the same dispersion and separated in 

time are called ‘multiflash’ whistlers. The dynamic spectra of whistlers are controlled by the 

path length, distribution of electron density and magnetic field along the path of propagation. 

Spiky whistlers combined with multimode sferics are presented in the dynamic spectra 

containing numerous fractional-hop whistlers recorded onboard by the DEME-TER satellite 

[213,214] analyzed whistler signals for the last decade of the 20th century and showed  the  

maximum monthly occurrence rate during January to March. The dependence of occurrence 

rate on geomagnetic disturbances was analyzed using the variation of the Kp index (where 

The Kp index is the global geomagnetic activity index that is based on 3-hour measurements 

from ground-based magnetometers around the world). They showed that the probability of 

occurrence increases monotonically with the Kp (daily sum) values. The occurrence rate is 

found to be greater than the average value for Kp 20. The results are in good agreement with 

earlier studies from low latitude stations measured by Helliwell, Singh and their co-workers 

[202,208]. Helliwell, Singh and their co-workers [202,208] have also shown that, as the 

intensity of a magnetic storm increases, the probability of whistler occurrence decreases. The 

enhancement in the whistler occurrence rate during geomagnetic disturbances at low latitudes 

is attributed to the formation of additional field aligned ducts [208]. A marked seasonal   

variation   is   observed   at   all    latitudes. This is obviously due to the seasonal asymmetry 

of sources (lightning activity) in the conjugate hemisphere. 

The analysis of whistlers recorded at a ground station yields information about the 

duct properties through which it has propagated. The analyses of occurrence rate and 

diffuseness of the whistler trace give an estimate of the lifetime and width of the duct. The 

lifetime of ducts may vary from a few minutes to many hours [208]. However, statistical 

analysis suggests that the duct formation and decay are cyclic phenomena with the time scale 
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of an hour [215, 216]. At low latitudes duct formation is difficult due to the required density 

enhancement (100%), the presence of curvature in geomagnetic field, and plasma turbulence. 

In the absence of a duct, the observation of small-dispersion low-latitude whistlers are 

proposed to be due to propagation in the pro-longitudinal (PL) mode with the angle between 

the wave normal and the geomagnetic field tending to zero Singh and Kumar and their co-

workers [208, 217] reported  an observation from the low latitude station Suva, Fiji, and 

interpreted the propagation mechanism to be PL mode, supported by the negative electron 

density gradient in the ionosphere that is enhanced during magnetic storms. 

4.6.3.2 Non-ducted mode of propagation: 

VLF waves entering the ionosphere/magnetosphere with large wave-normal angles to 

the geomagnetic field cannot be trapped in the field aligned ducts; they propagate in a non-

ducted mode. Such waves suffer reflection at the point where the wave frequency equals to the 

lower hybrid resonance frequency [218], and they do not reach the Earth’s surface. They can 

only be received by onboard satellites. Such whistlers are referred to as magneto-spherically 

reflected (MR) whistlers and are composed of multiple discrete components [219]. 

Sometimes waves of higher frequency while propagating downward may not undergo lower 

hybrid resonance reflection; they propagate with their wave-normal nearly perpendicular to 

the geomagnetic field but their ray direction remains nearly parallel to the Earth’s magnetic 

field. Such a mode of propagation is called the pro-resonance (PR) mode, and the whistler 

traces are the so-called ‘walking trace’ whistlers [220]. When the wave frequency is lower than 

the lower hybrid resonance frequency and the wave normal angle is relatively small (but not 

small enough to be trapped in ducts) the waves propagate in the pro-longitudinal mode (PL) 

and such whistlers can be received on low altitude satellites. They are called PL whistlers and 

are considerably different from PR whistlers [221]. 
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The other class of whistlers observed on satellites is proton/ion whistlers, propagating 

in the ion-cyclotron mode. The propagating frequency lies in the range between the proton 

gyro-frequency and the crossover frequency characterized by the frequency where the 

polarization becomes linear during the transition from right- to left-handed. Observed 

whistler traces are proton whistlers, helium whistlers, deuterium whistlers, etc. [222].  

4.6.3.3 Hiss emissions: 

A band-limited, unstructured, incoherent whistler mode emission occurs 

predominantly in the plasmasphere or high density plasma regions in the near-Earth space 

environment and is known as Plasmaspheric Hiss (PH), in the frequency span fcH < f  < fce, 

where fcH  and fce  are the local proton and electron gyro-frequencies, respectively [223]. This 

incoherent, structureless emission is generally confined within the plasmasphere (from L 1.6 

to the plasmapause), regions of high-density plasma in the near earth space environment such 

as plasmaspheric drainage plumes [207, 224, 225] and possibly a high latitude day side plume 

region [226], within the frequency span between  100 Hz and 2 kHz, and may extend to 

several kHz at lower power levels [227] distributed over three principal zones, namely auroral 

hiss located around 70° latitude, mid-latitude hiss near 50° latitude and equatorial hiss 

observed below 30° latitude. The intensity of the equatorial/low latitude hiss    is smaller than 

those observed at middle and high latitudes [206, 216, 228]. Recent observations clearly 

suggest that the equatorial region from low altitudes to the inner plasmasphere is an intense 

source of hiss emissions [206, 229]. 

Based on their dynamic spectrum hiss emissions are classified as continuous hiss and 

impulsive hiss. The occurrence probability of auroral hiss and equatorial hiss is increased 

when the Kp index increases from 0 to 5 [230]. Impulsive hiss was reported during   the   

expansion   phase of a sub-storm in the midnight sector, whereas continuous hiss did not show 

any correlation with the local magnetic disturbances [231]. This shows that magnetospheric 
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conditions control the generation and propagation of hiss emissions. 

Back and forth propagation of whistler mode waves along the geomagnetic field lines 

may produce a hiss like spectrum due to interference and diffraction processes [232, 233]  

discussed evidence that hiss could be produced from lightning generated whistlers. But, the 

intensity distribution of hiss over the land mass and the ocean does not correlate with the 

distribution of lightning activity which shows stronger activity over the land mass than over 

the oceans [233, 234]. An extensive study showed that hiss intensity below 2 kHz has no 

correlation with land mass [235]. Meredits et.al analyzed CRRES (Combined release and 

radiation effects satellite) wave data together with the global distribution of lightning to test 

both the theories and suggested that natural plasma turbulence should dominate the loss of 

relativistic (MeV) electrons in the slot region 2 <L < 3. They also estimated radiation belt 

electron loss time scales due to plasmaspheric hiss and lightning generated whistlers in the 

slot region [236]. 

Different plasma density models as well as reverse ray tracing computations showed 

that the observed low altitude hiss on the dayside at sub-auroral latitudes may have a possible 

source region near the geomagnetic equator at a radial distance between 5 and 7 Earth radii 

consistent with the source of chorus [237]. Thus it has been suggested that ELF hiss is 

nothing but chorus propagating to low altitudes, with their modified dynamic spectra. 

Santolik, Bortnik and their co-workers [237,238] proposed an explanation for the generation 

of plasmaspheric hiss that reproduces its fundamental properties. However, Rodger et.al [239] 

commented that this modeling of hiss generation from chorus required experimental 

confirmation. The connection between chorus and hiss is very interesting because chorus 

helps in the formation of high energy electrons (by acceleration) outside the plasmasphere 

[240] whereas hiss depletes these electrons at lower equatorial altitudes [241]. 
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4.6.3.4 Chorus emissions: 

Structured emissions exhibit coherent, discrete frequency time characteristics; these 

are emissions like chorus, periodic emissions, and quasi-periodic emissions [202] [208]. 

Chorus emissions are natural wave emissions generated by plasma instabilities in the Earth’s 

magnetosphere observed first on the ground at middle and high latitudes in the frequency 

range from hundreds of Hz to several kHz [202]. They have complex frequency spectra 

resembling a riser, faller, hook, inverted hook or even more complex structures on time 

scales of a fraction of second. Chorus is also observed at low latitude ground stations [242]. 

Also there is report of a rare observation of hisslers quasi-periodic falling noise from a low 

latitude station [243]. 

The importance of chorus arises because these waves are believed to accelerate 

electrons outside the plasmasphere. The observation of a local peak in phase space density 

[244], flat top pitch angle distributions [245] and energy dependence in the particle 

spectrum [246], support the idea that electrons are accelerated by the chorus emissions 

during wave (chorus)–particle (electron) interactions. The other effect of chorus is to cause 

burst precipitation [245] and the depletion of radiation belt electrons. These precipitated 

energetic electrons create additional ionization in the lower atmosphere [247] and cause the 

absorption of whistler mode waves as they propagate through the medium [247,248] 

computed the energy spectra of precipitated electrons based on current models of chorus 

propagation and wave- particle interaction theory. They showed that the results are not 

consistent with the experimentally observed radio wave perturbations. Chorus can act as a 

mediating agent in transferring energy due to acceleration from the lower energy electrons 

(10–100 keV) to the predominantly precipitated relativistic electrons ( MeV) [240, 249]. 

The generation mechanism of chorus has been extensively studied in the past. The 

non-linear cyclotron resonance interaction between whistler mode waves and counter 
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streaming electrons is the most widely used theory [242,250]. During the development of the 

cyclotron instability, a singularity in the form of a step in the distribution function of the 

energetic electrons is formed at the boundary in velocity space between resonant and 

nonresonant electrons [251]. The backward wave oscillator (BWO) regime is realized; discrete 

emissions such as chorus are generated. Singh et.al [252] used the BWO mechanism to 

explain some features of chorus observed at the Indian Antarctic Station, Maitri. Chorus is 

believed to be generated near the geomagnetic equator, where the first derivative of the 

magnetic field strength along the field line is nearly zero [253]. The analysis of multi-satellite 

Cluster data of chorus emissions [254 - 256] shows that the generation region is localized near 

the equatorial cross-section of the  L4  magnetic flux tube, and has  a  typical scale size of 

2000 km along the magnetic field lines. The source centre is defined by the balance of the 

Poynting flux parallel and antiparallel to the field lines [255, 257]. The central position is 

found to move back and forth randomly over a few thousand kilometres in time scales of 

minutes. The chorus waves propagating along the geomagnetic field lines may be reflected 

back to the source region [258]. The intensity ratio between the magnetic components of 

waves coming directly from the equator and waves returning to the equator was observed  to 

be between 0.005 and 0.01 [257]. Ray tracing results show that the chorus waves are 

generated with oblique wave vectors pointing towards the Earth in an equatorial region 

between 5 and 7 Earth radii [259]. Moreover, the wave normals are nearly field-aligned when 

the waves again cross the equator inside the plasmasphere which is consistent with the 

observed wave-normal of plasmaspheric hiss and makes further amplification of these waves 

possible [260]. This also shows that waves generated with finite wave-normal angle can, after 

one/two reflections, have wave-normal almost parallel to the geomagnetic field lines and so 

could be received on the earth’s surface. Singh, Trakhtengerts and their co-workers [261, 

262] analyzed Cluster data obtained on two different geomagnetically active days of March 
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31, 2001 and April 18, 2002 and showed that the frequency spectrum of individual chorus 

elements depends on the position of the observation point in and around the generation 

region. 

Regarding spontaneous emission of whistlers [207], based on statistical analysis 

Hayakawa et.al [215] showed that the unstructured emissions are closely associated with 

geomagnetic storms whereas structured ones are closely associated with sub-storms. Storm-

time chorus is especially important for the physics of the Earth’s magnetosphere since it can 

significantly influence the distribution functions of the energetic electrons in the outer 

radiation belt [245]. The spontaneous emissions of whistler waves are usually observed either 

during the initial phase or the recovery phase of the storm [214]. A similar signature has been 

established for a long-term correlation study of whistler occurrence and geomagnetic storm 

ΣKP data recorded at a low latitude station, Varanasi (geomagnetic lat. 14°55jN, long. 

154°E) during January 1990–December 1999 [263]. Some anomalous whistlers are observed 

at Sugadaira and Moshiri observatories during the period of 1970–1978 for local EQs with M 

> 6 [264]. 

4.6.4 VLF transmitted signals and different influences 

Some electromagnetic signals generated with the passage of meteor showers in the 

ELF/VLF ranges are detected by many workers [265, 266] and have been explained on the 

basis of Kelvin–Helmholtz instability at the height where meteors interact with the 

atmosphere [265, [267]. Meteor showers introduce perturbations in ion composition, 

temperature and other physical parameters within the ionospheric medium at different 

altitudes extending from the lower D-region to the magnetosphere height [268]. This 

perturbation in ion composition can affect appreciably the propagation of electromagnetic 

waves in the VLF range [269, 270]. Thus, during the entry of meteors, the reflection height of 
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the lower ionosphere will be modified and as a result the phase and intensity of VLF sub-

ionospheric transmitted signals will be perturbed. Some typical variations in amplitudes of 

16.4 kHz and 18.2 kHz sub-ionospheric signals due to Leonid, Perseid and Geminid meteor 

showers have been reported [271 - 274]. Thus the meteor shower effect can be detected by 

the VLF transmitted signals. 

An abnormal precursory influence of earthquakes upon sub-ionospheric VLF 

propagation was first reported by Gokhberg et.al [275] who suggested this as possible method 

of earthquake prediction. Later, Russian [276] and Japanese [277] colleagues accumulated 

more evidence on anomalies in sub-ionospheric propagation associated with earthquakes. The 

electrical conductivity and the electric field of the atmosphere change during variations of the 

density and the kinds of aerosols. The charged aerosols  modify the lower atmosphere few 

hours before the earthquake [278, 279]. The large aerosol particles are generally negatively 

charged whereas the smaller particles become positively charged and are suspended above. 

Hence it causes an electric field of opposite polarity. Thus electric field in the closed 

atmosphere– ionosphere electric circuit is generated: (i) the external electric current excited in 

the lower atmosphere in a process of vertical atmospheric convection and gravitational 

sedimentation of charged aerosols injected into the atmosphere before an earthquake, (ii) the 

effects of the ionization of lower atmosphere by radioactive sources (radon, etc.), the 

adhesion of electrons to molecules and the interaction of charged ions with charged aerosols. 

These electric disturbances gradually reach up to the ionospheric level and enhance the 

ionospheric electron density through this electric channel. Hayakawa et.al [280] introduced a 

new method, namely the ‘terminator time method’ for earthquake prediction. VLF day length, 

i.e., the time difference between the two terminator times becomes anomalously high typically 

two days before the earthquakes [281]. Subsequently, Ray. S et.al [282]  reported that the 

‘VLF day length’ obtained from the VLF signals for VTX–Malda, India propagation path 
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becomes anomalously high one day before the earthquake. They also support the ‘terminator’ 

for earthquake prediction in 1996 and showed that both the sunrise and sunset terminators 

times shifted towards the night time a few days before the earthquake. Some anomalous night 

time variations in radio signals before a few days of the occurrence of earthquake have been 

studied for the last two decades by different workers [275, 283 - 285]. 

Hayakawa et.al [286] studied the extremely large earthquake in Japan on March 11, 

2011, formally known as the 2011 earthquake off the Pacific coast of Tohoku, by using 

temporal and spatial characteristics of the seismo-ionospheric perturbations of VLF signal. 

Anomalous fluctuations in the amplitude of night time VLF signals have been detected about 

three days prior to the earthquake day. Ray. S et.al [287] also observed a 40 minute 

terminator time shift by the VLF signal three days before the large earthquake of Mw 7.2, 

occurring in South-western Pakistan (latitude 28.440°N, longitude 63.560°E) at a depth of 68 

km on 18 January 2011. Figure 4.9 presents the terminator time shift by the VLF transmitter 

signal for the Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake (7.3 M) in 1995 with a focal depth of 20 km 

[280]. 

Acoustic waves and acoustic-gravity waves were indeed observed at the sub-

ionospheric altitudes during earthquake preparation times [288]. It is assumed  that  several  

days  before earthquakes  atmospheric  acoustic  and  acoustic- gravity  waves  are  generated  

in   earthquake  
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Fig. 4.9  Significant   shift  in  the  terminator    times  in  the   VLF transmitted signal before 

the Hyogo-Ken Nanbu earthquake (7.3 M) in 1995 (depth 20 km) [105] 

 

preparation zones and propagate through the atmosphere up to ionospheric altitudes and 

initiate lithosphere-atmosphere-ionosphere coupling [289]. Thus by this coupling 

phenomenon ionospheric reflection height for the VLF waves of the waveguide perturbed the 

over-horizon radio wave propagation within the Earth-ionosphere cavity in terms of phase 

and amplitude change. Spiky transient was detected at 3 kHz electromagnetic signals, which 

is similar to the VLF pre-seismic signals of Kozani–Grevena earthquake [290]. Similar 

records regarding VLF frequencies were reported for the 1995 Hyogo-Ken Nanbu earthquake 

[291, 292]. The VLF–VHF electromagnetic anomalies were detected for the  Kozani–

Grevena  earthquake  (M 6.6) in Greece [293]. Some spiky transients have been observed at 

Kolkata (lat: 22.56°N, long: 88.5°E) for several earthquakes upon the two sub-ionospheric 

transmitted signals, one 19.8 kHz from North  West  Cape,   Australia   (lat: 21.82°S; long: 

114.16°E) and the other 40 kHz from Fukushima, Japan (lat: 37.37°N; long: 140.85°E) [273, 

274]. Sub-ionospheric VLF/LF propagation has been extensively used to investigate seismo-

ionospheric perturbations [294]. 
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4.7  Summary and conclusions: 

The influences of different geophysical events in these various signals may be 

implemented to investigate particular events over the different man-made  as  well as natural 

signals according to their nature of signatures. However, we need repeated investigations by 

various methods to identify the true signatures. 

Lightning research: ULF radiation during lightning discharge offers a direct method 

of monitoring the temporal variation of terrestrial lightning. It has been suggested that the 

Schumann (ELF) resonance could offer a method of monitoring global temperature. 

Lightning centre detection by ELF/VLF waves are also employed in different parts of the 

world [5, 166, 295] . Upper Tropospheric Water Vapour (UTWV) is a key element to 

initiate thunderstorms and lightning which can be monitored with SR signals [114]. 

Earthquake research: Sudden release of large stress energy within the tectonic plates 

near the fault boundary in the form of acoustic shock manifests as an earthquake. This energy 

may produce electromagnetic anomaly by generating EM wave or by modifying the Earth-

ionosphere waveguide. Generation of ULF/ELF/VLF frequency due to piezoelectric effects 

by the mechanical vibrations is the direct outcome of the seismic hazards in the radio wave. It 

may enhance the intensity level of the transmitted signal propagating along the same 

direction in the form of spikes and bursts. Further, this energy may perturb the ionospheric 

altitude due to Lithosphere-Atmosphere-Ionosphere (LAI) coupling through different 

channels, e.g., chemical channel, wave channel and electrical channel. The released energy 

corresponding to different sub-micron gases (CO2, Radon, He, CH4 etc., i.e., greenhouse 

gases) and also heat energy release before the event are the main clue for the short term 

earthquake prediction research. Thus the ionospheric modification and change in the 

dielectric property of the waveguide in terms of electron density aerosol particles entry 

through different coupling mechanisms and corresponding signal perturbation constitutes the 

indirect earthquake prediction research. Schumann resonance frequency shift, phase variation 
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of VLF transmitted signals, detection of terminator-time shift by the VLF transmitted signal 

before the earthquake mentioned before are the evidence. Furthermore, heat release in the 

lithospheric zone enhances the electrical conductivity and thus the attenuation of signal of 

lithospheric origin decreases and the corresponding enhancement of polarization ratio (ratio 

of vertical magnetic and horizontal field components) shows satisfactory result in a 

precursory study. In this way repeated investigation of various anomalies through these 

signals may save lives if it were possible to predict earthquakes well in advance through the 

continuous efforts of the scientific community. 

Meteor shower research: The extra ionization, produced by the supersonic meteoroids 

during their entry through the passage to the lower ionosphere, causes a strong fluctuation of 

charge density distribution in the medium. As a result, the relative electron-ion drift velocity 

may exceed the value for the onset of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. At the frontal path of the 

meteor, compressible ionospheric plasma driven due to velocity shears and Earth’s magnetic 

field increases the growth rate of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability thereby generating 

electromagnetic waves that produce the observed effects in the sub-ionospheric signals. 

Solar flare research: The frequency variation of the first SR mode carries positive 

hints to detect solar proton and X-ray flare events [40, 41, 296]. These two events modify the 

waveguide in different ways according to the two-layer theory [37]. 

Solar eclipse: The amplitude and phase variations of sub-ionospheric signals during 

the solar eclipse are also  quite interesting. By analyzing the received wave features of 

whistler phenomena, it may be possible to extract information about the medium such as the 

electron and proton density, temperature, and electric and magnetic field distributions in the 

medium [28, 170]. This may carry some information regarding earthquake.    

Thus we need repeated and detailed investigations of these signals by using multiple 

approaches for the prediction of different natural disasters so that it becomes possible to save 

lives in various natural calamities. 
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Chapter - V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The Thesis essentially embodies the analysis of some characteristic of Schumann 

resonance phenomena recorded over Kolkata and variation of the first mode Schumann 

resonance frequency during solar proton event and some atmospheric electricity parameters 

based on the effects of different geophysical and extra-terrestrial events like Earthquake, 

Thunderstorm, Lightning, Solar Eclipse, Leonid meteor showers upon the ULF/ELF/VLF 

signals. 

At the onset, in chapter-I, a general background about the contents of the thesis is 

narrated in along with the outline of the chapters followings: 

In chapter-II, rudimentally theoretical background of Schumann resonance is 

discussed in detail. Also in this chapter an experimental setup to detect ELF range is 

presented. Here Square Loop Antenna, Co-axial Cable and ELF Receiver Circuit etc. have 

been discussed in details. Data Acquisition Card and Computer System have been discussed 

in detail. Here flow chart of Data Acquisition Card (DAC) is presented along with pin 

configuration of IC OPAM 741 and IC LA3161. In this chapter the design of ELF receiver 

and mathematical calculation of first mode SR frequency have been discussed.  

In chapter-III, the study of the first mode Schumann resonance frequency during a 

solar proton event that took place on 6-7 th March, 2012 is presented. Protons with energy 

upto 100 Mev are most often emitted from the Sun in conjunction with solar flares which can 

penetrate deep into the D-region and caused additional ionization leading to conductivity 

changes thereby modifying SR parameters. The result shows the decrease in frequency during 

the proton event and the severe Solar X-ray bursts show enhancement of the first mode SR 

frequency which is presented in this Chapter. 
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Chapter-IV deals with the studies on different geophysical and extra-terrestrial events 

within the earth-ionosphere cavity in terms of ULF/ELF/VLF radio waves. Here different 

atmospheric layers and waveguide, thunderstorm and lightning, ULF signal and earthquake 

research Atmospheric layers and waveguide, Ionospheric Alfven Resonator (IAR) & Spectral 

Resonance Structure (SRS), ULF Signal and Earthquake Research, ELF waves and 

Schumann Resonance, Global Thunderstorm and Lightning Activity, Tropical Surface 

Temperature of the Earth, SR for Climatic Research, Solar Terminator Effect,  Schumann 

Resonance for earthquake Research,  SPE Event, Meteor Shower Effect, VLF Waves,  

Lightning Center detection by VLF  Sferics for Earthquake Prediction, Whistler Phenomena, 

Ducted Mode of Propagation, Non Ducted Mode of Propagation, Hiss Emission, VLF 

transmitted signals and different influences etc. have been discussed in detail. The resonance 

of earth-ionosphere cavity is analyzed by considering the difference propagation 

characteristic of day and night hemispheres. At the time of solar eclipse the amplitude and 

phase of the sub-ionospheric transmitted signal have been discussed.   

The  works  presented   in   different   chapters   of  this  thesis are summarized  in 

Chapter V.  Problems for extensional work on different topics at various chapter of this thesis 

have been contemplated. Hope, based on this thesis new researcher who will work in this 

ELF/VLF field, they will get support properly. Repeated investigation of various anomalies 

through the ELF, VLF signals may save lives from earthquake, super cyclone, lightning 

discharging etc. Also the observations of the sub inospheric spectrum have been used to study 

the essential characteristic of VLF, ELF propagation field. By the use of VLF transmitted 

signal such as 19.8 KHz which is transmitted from Australia, we can determined the electron 

and heavy ion number density and nature of earth ionosphere cavity also. Recent in space 

research, brain wave research, bio physical research, planet in mars research etc. SR 

frequencies have important role in this field.     
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